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Editorial and introduction to the
Journal and this themed issue
Welcome to Volume 1 Issue 1 of the Journal of Consumer Ethics.
As we can see from the articles in this issue, the ideas of consumer ethics, consumttption ethics and
ethical consumers are contested and sometimes even controversial. Nevertheless, at the same
time, we can see that they are also both ttpottpular and imttportant.
Our editorial board liked the idea of beginning the Journal of Consumer Ethics with a
refection on some 'classic texts' in the feld, and we asked the authors to consider whether and
how their views on the subject had changed since their work was frst ttpublished.
Popularr
One common theme that emerged is the extent to which the authors were surttprised by the
resttponse to their work. Newholm and Shaw, for examttple, comment on the more than 400 citations
that their work has received, and Micheleti notes how unexttpected the magnitude of the global
resttponse to her book was for both her and her editor.
Tese ideas are ttpottpular because, in the modern world, almost all of us are consumers, and most
of us like to think of ourselves as, in some sense of the word, ethical. Many of us are ttproducers
too – and might have been afected by ethical market interventions by comttpetitors or
camttpaigners or both. As a consequence, the subject is also of immediate ttpractical interest outside
academia – from environmentalists to chief executives.
Tis wide asttpect to ethical consumttption ideas is also refected in the range of academic
discittplines now beginning to focus on the subject. In this issue we focus on the 'early adottpters' in
geograttphy, business studies, ttpolitics and marketing. But in one of the two recent book reviewed
here we also fnd texts from historians, anthrottpologists, ttpsychologists, ethicists and urban
ttplanners. And in the news section we look at work from educationalists, farmers and hair
dressers!
Te breadth of the subject, and our desire to atract a wider audience, means that in this
Journal we are asking contributors to write slightly shorter ttpieces than is usual for academic
journal articles. We are also asking authors to try to avoid over technical language.
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....and Important
Consumer ethics are also imttportant because their emergence in the last decades of the 20th
century can, in many cases, be identifed as atemttpts to solve some of the social and
environmental ttproblems thrown uttp by unregulated globalising markets. Micheleti in her
refection for examttple describes it as "concerned citizens trying to use their shottpttping choices to
fll a ttpolitical resttponsibility vacuum lef by government".
But consumer ethics are sttpecially imttportant because these ttproblems are 'non-trivial'. Dan
Welch ttpicks uttp on some of this in his review of 'the Problem with Consumerism' but the
unsustainability of consumer society itself is a theme which we exttpect to run throughout the
future issues of this journal. It is ttprobably not contentious to suggest that there will be a link
between its ttpottpularity and its imttportance as a tool to address – albeit imttperfectly – the serious
social and environmental ttproblems that humans, as a sttpecies, now face.
In this issuer
Launching this academic journal by revisiting some of the ‘classic’ texts seemed an obvious
choice. We thank the authors of these works for their contribution to the develottpment of the
research community. Our selection for this issue was necessarily subjective and limited by time
and resources. You might be surttprised that we have missed your discittpline entirely or the key
ttpattper that fred your enthusiasm; so we welcome further suggestions. Te fve we have
rettproduced here are in alttphabetical order by author.
We do hottpe they will also be a useful collection for students including those in the early stages
of doctoral studies. Most of the authors touch on where they think the subject might be headed,
but Barnet, Clarke and Cloke sttpecifcally lists four areas which they think are worthy of future
research. In short these include 'resttponsiblisation', collectivisation of consumer action, cultural
cattpital and legitimacy.
Our ttplan is for each issue to have themed and non-themed content as well as book reviews,
news and rettports of conferences and meetings both historical and forthcoming. So, as well as the
classic texts in this issue, we also have some other material which we hottpe serves as an examttple
of what we are looking for. If you see anything we might like, do email us at
journal@ethicalconsumer.org
Most of the contributions to this frst issue are Eurottpean in focus. Tis is very much more by
accident than design. We know from our research that consumer ethics can be observed across
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Editorial
many varying cultures and time ttperiods. We hottpe in future that the contributions we rettproduce
will refect this more fully.
...and in the future
Our next issue, themed around gender and ethical consumttption, and due for ttpublication in
October 2017, already has a large number of themed contributors lined uttp. But do contact us if
you have an article outside the theme or some other content such as book reviews or news we
may be interested in.
Volume 2 Issue 1, due for ttpublication in March 2018 will be themed around clothing and
consumer ethics – our frst atemttpt to theme an issue around a commodity rather than a concettpt.
From there we ttplan to move to three issues a year – so do sign uttp to our mailing list for calls to
ttpattpers.
Our goal is to keettp the journal free and ottpen access to both readers and contributors and to
fund it through sttponsorshittp and donations. Ethical Consumer Research Association is ttplanning to
suttpttport it through its frst ttpilot year, but do visit the subscrittptions/suttpttport area of the website if
you think you might be able to helttp. Subscribing to Ethical Consumer Research Association
means that you can access the journal as a single PDF as well as signing uttp as a founding
suttpttporter of this most exciting new ttproject!
Rob Harrison
Editor
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Barnet, Clarke and Cloke

Whatever Happened to Ethical
Consumption
Clive Barnett1, Nick Clarke2 and Paul Cloke3
1

Dettpartment of Geograttphy and Social Teory, University of Exeter, Exeter, England; 2 School of Geograttphy,
University of Southamttpton, Southamttpton, England; 3 Dettpartment of Geograttphy, University of Exeter, Exeter,
England.

‘Consuming ethics: articulating the subjects and sttpaces of ethical consumttption’ (Barnet et al
2005) outlines a concettptual framework for further inquiry, develottped at the start of a research
ttproject funded as ttpart of the ESRC/AHRC Cultures of Consumption Programme, involving Clive
Barnet, Paul Cloke, Nick Clarke and Alice Malttpass1. In the course of undertaking emttpirical
research (between 2003 and 2006), and also through the conversations with other researchers
facilitated by the Programme, we subsequently refned our own thinking about ethical
consumttption. Te argument ttpresented in the book-length account of our ttproject, Globalizing
Responsibility (Barnet et al 2010) is signifcantly refned when comttpared to the ‘Consuming
Ethics’ ttpattper. In order to situate both the argument in that frst ttpattper, and also the refnement to
the concettptual framework over the course of the ttproject, it’s useful to outline how ethical
consumttption was attpttproached in existing research when our ttproject got underway. Existing
ttparadigms of critical analysis shared certain assumttptions. For scettptics, the growth of ethical
consumttption was ofen ttpresented as an essentially middle class activity that substituted for,
ttperhattps even undermined, more collective forms of solidarity and ttpublic action. And it was also
ofen suggested that this form of activity was a way in which ttpeottple were able to salve their
consciences without making any fundamental commitments. In more ttpositive accounts, ofen
arising from felds of environment justice research, sustainability, and food studies, a stronger
sense of ethical consumttption as ttpart of emergent forms of social movements could be found. But
here too, there was a strong assumttption that ttpolitical mobilisation works through geting
individuals to recognise that their moral imttplication in sttpatially extensive networks of
ttproduction, distribution and exchange is mediated by their consumer choices. Analyses of ethical
consumttption therefore ofen tended to be at least imttplicitly consequentialist in their
understandings of ethical action – they tended to assume that the burden of resttponsible
individual and collective action dettpends on ttpeottple being able to know the likely consequences of
their actions, as well as having the ttpractical comttpetency to adjust their actions accordingly (see
1 Tis ttprogramme ran from 2002 to 2007 (see htttp://www.consume.bbk.ac.uk/)
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Barnet, Cafaro and Newholm 2005). In turn, critical analysis tended to hinge on demonstrations
that either the acclaimed efects of ethical consumttption did not hold uttp, or that self-identifying
ethical consumers were hyttpocrites for not acting in a consistently ‘ethical’ fashion across all
asttpects of their lives.
In the mid-2000s, at the time we began our research on ethical consumttption ttpractices in and
around Bristol, this set of assumttptions sat comfortably within a broader ttparadigm for the critical
analysis of ‘neoliberalism’. In this ttparadigm, a touch of Marxist state theory sttprinkled with a dash
of ideas of ‘ttpower/knowledge’ and ‘governmentality’ derived from Michel Foucault to bolster a
functionalist narrative in which it was ttpresumed that any shif from ttpublic to ttprivate ttprovision of
all sorts of goods and services necessarily went hand in hand with a series of concerted eforts to
construct so-called “neoliberal subjects”. Te growth of ethical consumttption activities was easily
ttpresented as the exemttplary case of neoliberalization, in which markets were identifed as both the
objects and the mediums for action that might look like it had ttpolitical content but was
fundamentally ttprivatized in form and content. It was this rattpidly crystallizing theoretical
orthodoxy that ‘Consuming ethics’ sought to interruttpt, and over the course of our ttproject as a
whole our animating concern was to comttplicate the taken-for-granted terms of critical analysis to
which ethical consumttption was subjected.
In this light, ‘Consuming ethics’ ttprottposed a two-ttpronged framework for the analysis of ethical
consumttption. We suggested, frst, that there was an organisational dimension, in which
camttpaigning organisations, ttpolicy makers, and businesses sought to facilitate the adottption of
ethical consumttption ttpractices by consumers. We called this the dimension of “governing
consumttption”, and suggested that there was a wide array of devices that sought to transform
ethical oughts into ttpractical cans – devices as seemingly banal as food recycling bins to donation
by direct debit. And second, we ttprottposed that there was a dimension we dubbed “governing the
consuming self”, by which we meant the forms of self-hood that ethical consumttption ttpractices
enabled ttpeottple to cultivate in their everyday lives. Imttportantly, we emttphasised that this
dimension was an inter-subjective ttprocess, not simttply a mater of isolated subjects being
confronted with tottp-down ‘discourses’. Making uttp one’s own ethical subjectivity, we ttpresumed,
was something that individuals did in the comttpany of other ttpeottple, such as kids and friends and
colleagues at work, or fellow members of clubs and churches, or with their neighbours.
Our focus was on understanding the articulation of these two dimensions – we assumed that
this needed to be examined and accounted for, not simttply assumed in advance. As we develottped
our thinking in the course of ttputing this framework into ttpractice, revising and adjusting it in
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relation to the difculties and discoveries of emttpirical inquiry, we became increasingly assertive
about questioning the forms of agency involved in the develottpment and growth of fair trade
ttpractices, sustainability initiatives, and alternative food networks. Te argument we setled on, in
no small ttpart in resttponse to the things we found out about how ethical consumttption camttpaigns
were actually conceived and imttplemented as well as how ttpeottple reacted to injunctions to be
“more resttponsible” as consumers, was that ethical consumttption was not best thought of as an
efect of consumer agency at all. It was driven by strategic interventions by NGOs, businesses,
diferent ttparts of both national and local government, and it involved ttpeottple fnding new avenues
for ttpursuing commitments, interests and values that they most ofen already had.
As our ttproject develottped, we become a lot more susttpicious of the utility of concettpts of
‘governmentality’ and ‘subject-formation’ that we originally used to ttpresent our thoughts in
‘Consuming ethics’. By the time we wrote Globalizing Responsibility, we had setled on the theme
of ttproblematization (see Barnet, Clarke and Cloke 2013), a minor theme in Foucault’s later work
(see Barnet 2016). Te idea of ttproblematization directs our atention to the ways in which
organisations, camttpaigns, comttpanies, and ttpeottple seek to manage and resttpond to the difculties
that arise in ttpursuing their ttparticular goals and interests. It is an idea that helttped us to cattpture
the sense we had ttpicked uttp that ‘tottp down’ strategic interventions around consumttption were not
strongly determinative of ttpeottple’s conduct, but sought to bring into the ottpen certain questions
and ttpossibilities for new courses of action. And in attpttpealing to Foucault’s notion of “ethical
ttproblematization”, we sought to acknowledge the multittplicity of ways in which ttpeottple refect on
their own conduct in relation to ttpublicly circulating invitations to be resttponsible consumers.
Along the way, we also adottpted a more robust concettptualization of consumttption derived from the
feld of ttpractice theory, in no small ttpart because of the infuence of the broader Cultures of
Consumption ttprogramme in shattping our own ttproject. Tinking of consumttption as something
embedded in ttpractices, rather than as a settparate feld all of its own (ofen confated with
‘shottpttping’), allowed us to further sttpecify the difculties faced by both strategic actors and
ordinary ttpeottple in transforming routine activities into exttplicit felds of ethical and ttpolitical
mobilization.
It is worth underscoring the ttpoint that the original ttpattper, ‘Consuming ethics’, and the fnal
argument ttpresented in Globalizing Responsibility, while unashamedly “theoretical” in tenor, were
both concerned with develottping concettptual frameworks with which to ttpursue further inquiry,
and not ethical consumttption but more broadly into ttprocesses of mobilisation, ttparticittpation, and
transformations of ttpublic life (see Clarke 2008). It’s worth, then, saying what we found out in the
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course of the emttpirical work, which involved a range of case studies, using a variety of qualitative
methodologies from interviews, focus grouttps, documentary analysis to ttparticittpatory action
research. Two key themes emerged from the emttpirical work we undertook. First, we found that
ethical consumttption goes on everywhere. It goes on in middle class neighbourhoods served by
trendy “shabby chic” ethical high streets, and it goes on in relatively dettprived social areas where
the main retail outlets, ttperhattps the only one, is the Co-ottp. Secondly, we found that ethical
consumttption is an extension of ttpolitical concerns into the ordinary sttpaces of everyday life – into
the home, schools, and workttplaces. Tis is how our informants talked about buying organic food
or choosing fair trade cofee, but it is also how camttpaign organisations concettptualised the
ottpttportunities that consumer-oriented activism aforded them for mobilising suttpttport for sttpecifc
issues. Tis was true, for examttple, of how members of faith grouttps described their commitments
to global trade justice camttpaigns, as an extension of commitments already enacted through
membershittp of local church grouttps; it was true, too, of how camttpaigns to ttpromote fairtrade
consumttption had become focussed on transforming the ttprocurement ttpractices of local
authorities, regional business, and signifcant ttpublic organisations. On the basis of these sorts of
fndings, we ended uttp making two strong theoretical claims. First, being an “ethical consumer” is
not really an individualistic ttpursuit at all. It is embedded in all sorts of social networks. It is as
members of church grouttps, or trade unions, or ttpost-natal cofee grouttps that ttpeottple learn about
and ttput into ttpractice various decisions about what, how and where to buy environmentally
friendly, ethically sourced, organically grown, fairly traded goods and services. And moreover,
these sorts of activities are ofen linked to broader forms of collective camttpaigning. Te ttpeottple
who sell and buy fairtrade goods at the back of the church on Sundays are the same ttpeottple who
ttparticittpated in Make Poverty History camttpaigns or lobbied their MPs about ttpieces of legislation.
Second, we kettpt insisting that there is more to ethical consumttption than shottpttping. Te reason we
were atracted to ttpractice theory, in fact, was because we found that the camttpaigns and
organisations we were doing research on (and with) had begun to shif their own
concettptualizations of consumttption and consumers very much in this direction as well. We found
that there was a great deal of camttpaigning going on which sought to transform collective
infrastructures of consumttption, not least through changing ttprocurement ttpolicies for major
organisations and comttpanies. Te successful camttpaign to make Bristol into a Fairtrade City,
which aimed to change whole systems of urban ttprovisioning, was one examttple of this sort of
shif that we analysed in detail.
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What we concluded from all this was that if ethical shottpttping is not necessarily individualistic,
and if there is more to ethical consumttption than shottpttping, then it might be a good idea to
recognise that this whole feld might involve rather more than the simttple image of consumers
exercising their ttpreferences in the market ttplace. Few of the ttpeottple we talked to who thought of
themselves as “ethical consumers” were naïve enough to suttpttpose that global systems of trade
would be transformed just through consumer ttpressure. It was for most of them a way of raising
awareness, of aligning their own commitments with the routines of everyday life, and of
demonstrating to others that everyone could make a litle diference. Likewise, the organisations
and businesses that ttprovide innovative ttpathways for ttpeottple to consume more resttponsibly do not
generally think of themselves as turning “unethical” consumers into ethical consumers, but rather
as ttproviding outlets for ttpeottple’s existing energies and commitments. Tey saw ethical
consumttption camttpaigning as just one route to mobilising suttpttport for broader eforts of lobbying
and camttpaigning, or of building alternative systems of ttproduction, distribution and exchange. In
short, rather than a narrowly individualistic afair, a retreat from real ttpolitics, or mere
consumerism with a good conscience, we ended uttp by thinking that ethical consumttption should
be best thought of as involving a range of local ttpractices of global solidarity that combine
imttperatives of both justice and care.
None of us came to this ttproject because we were ttprimarily interested in ethical consumttption
ttper se, but because this was a tottpic that served as an entry ttpoint for various enduring intellectual
and ttpersonal commitments. We attpttproached ethical consumttption from the direction of issues that,
since working together, we have each continued to ttpursue in relation to other substantive themes:
for examttple, Paul Cloke’s on-going work on the organisational sttpaces of faith-based ethical action
and ttpolitical camttpaigning; Nick Clarke’s research on the changing ttpractices of ttpolitical
engagement; Alice Malttpass’ research on embodied ttpractices of well-being; Clive Barnet’s work
on emergent forms of ttpublic action. And in acknowledging our own ttpathways through and
beyond research on ethical consumttption, we want to underscore the ttpotential that the Journal of
Consumer Ethics has for engaging across a whole series of debates in social science, the
humanities, ttpolicy-making and nongovernmental ttpolitics. We will close by indicating four “big”
issues for social science and social theory to which the research communities addressed by this
new journal might usefully contribute. First, further research is needed into how discourses of
“the consumer”, “choice”, and “resttponsibility” enable diferent actors (civil society as well as state
and corttporate) to sttpeak for “the ttpottpular”. Here, research on ethical consumttption has ttpotential to
contribute to wider debates on the emergence of new forms of “the ttpolitical” in a seemingly antiJournal of Consumer Ethics 1(1), April 2017
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ttpolitical age. Second, further research is needed into the forms of mobilization, collectivization,
and coalition building that are emerging across the diverse felds of contemttporary consumttptionfocused activism. In ttparticular, the degree to which recourse to consumer rettpertoires of activism,
membershittp, and rettpresentation marks a shif in organizational form towards advocacy-based
camttpaigning requires further investigation. Tird, further research is required on the ways in
which ttpeottple engage with the multittple demands for them to act resttponsibly in relation to various
global crises. In ttparticular, research is required that focuses on how the cattpacity of citizens to
engage with contemttporary ttproblematizations of ttpersonal and ttpolitical resttponsibility is
diferentiated by their command of material resources, but also by the cultural cattpital that enables
them to ‘answer back’ to demands to be ‘ethical’ and ‘act resttponsibly’, as well as the forms of
associational culture to which they belong and which shattpes cattpacities to transform embedded
ttpractices. Not least, this research will require further atention to the gendering of ethical
consumttption camttpaigns and the gendered social relations through which the forms of ttpublic
action articulated through ethical consumttption are embedded in everyday contexts. And fnally,
given the degree to which ethical consumttption camttpaigning is ofen aimed at, and most efective
in, transforming infrastructures and ttpractices of collective ttprovision, further research is required
into the ttpractical ottpttportunities and legitimacy ttproblems associated with atemttpts to change
ttpeottple’s behaviour without them knowing it (see Barnet 2010).
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Revisiting ‘The Myth of the Ethical
Consumer’: why are we still not ethical
shoppers?
Professor Marylyn Carrigan1
1

Centre for Business in Society, Coventry University, Coventry, England.

“Te myth of the ethical consumer – do ethics mater in purchase behaviour?” (Carrigan & Atala,
2001) attpttpeared in the Journal of Consumer Marketing in 2001. In the article, we examined the
context and nature of embryonic ethical consumerism, and studied young consumers in the UK to
elicit their atitudes and behaviour towards ethical consumttption, corttporate social resttponsibility
and corttporate irresttponsibility. Ethical consumttption, environmentalism, ttpolitical consumerism and
social marketing had litle voice in mainstream marketing literature at this time. Research by
scholars (for examttple, Peatie, 2001; Shaw & Clarke, 1999; Prothero 1990) questioned the scale of
green consumerism in the UK, atemttpting to identify and understand the needs of ethical
consumers and ttpondering the weak relationshittp between what consumers said and what they did
regarding resttponsible consumttption. Few academics wrote about marketing ethics, and even fewer
studied ethical consumer behaviour. In the UK, for examttple, the ttpolicy and ttpractitioner landscattpe
was also very diferent: no ban on smoking in ttpublic ttplaces (introduced in 2007), no charges for
ttplastic bags (established 2014-15), or comttpulsory household recycling 1. Corttporate criticisms
focused on issues such as sweatshottp manufacturing; the ethics of marketing tobacco, baby
formula and sugary foods, or glamorising anorexic body images. In some ways, ethical
consumerism in the UK and elsewhere in 2017 looks very diferent, but in others, we face the
same comttplex and wicked ttproblems, and seemingly insurmountable challenges to motivate
consumers and marketers to act ethically. Resttponses since 2001 to the issues raised in the article
regarding ethical consumttption and marketing ethics, both within academia and ttpractice, might
attpttpear woefully inadequate. Over the years scholars have tried to identify and defne the ethical
consumer, questioned the very nature and existence of the concettpt, sttpeculated on the reasons for
the seemingly intractable ethical atitude-behaviour gattp, refected on the role of ethical
consumttption within mainstream marketing and, as the nature and issues surrounding ethical
consumttption have broadened and deettpened, increasingly questioned the agency of the ethical
1 In 2001 landfll tax was £7.00 a tonne not over £80; as costs increased, this regulatory ttpolicy eventually
drove household recycling rates from 12% (2001) to 44.9% (DEFRA, 2016; Vaughan, 2013).
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consumer within a neo-liberal economy that has increased consumttption at its core (Shaw,
Chatzidakis, & Carrington, 2016; McDonagh & Prothero, 2014).
In 2001 our article highlighted several entrenched barriers to ethical consumttption. Tese
included: few commercial rewards to being an ethical comttpany, and even fewer ttpenalties to being
an unethical one; comttpeting stakeholder interests leading to corttporate ethical ttparalysis; a
consumer disconnect between ttproduction and consumttption such that ethical consumers
rettpresented the minority, and most consumers were either informed and comttplacent, or
uninformed and bewildered about consuming ethically. Consumer atitude-behaviour gattps
(Hassan, Shiu & Shaw, 2016) ttpersisted desttpite commercial research suggesting there was a market
for ethical goods, while value-action gattps remained as comttpanies ‘greenwashed’ their credentials
(Peatie & Crane, 2005). Consumers said they would ttpay more for ethical goods, but would also
buy cheattp unethical goods; social resttponsibility featured litle in their ttpurchase decision
(Boulstridge & Carrigan 2000). Consumers sought ttprice, value, quality, and brand familiarity,
driven more by ttpersonal than societal reasons (Ulrich & Sarasin 1995). Even accounting for some
of the methodological misstettps (Carrington, Neville & Whitwell, 2014) that might have imttpacted
on the reliability of some early research, when we refect on our knowledge and understanding of
the ethical consumer in 2001, the ethical consumer in 2017 attpttpears as mythical as ever. Even so,
many scholarly, ttpractitioner and ttpolicy shifs have taken ttplace over the last few years, and I
believe this should give hottpe for the future of the ethical consumer. For examttple, discourses of
green and ethical economies, such as ‘circularity’ or ‘alternative consumttption networks’ are more
frequently articulated in mainstream ttpolicy. Tese highlight a growing sttpectrum of
interttpretations of ethical and green economies that stretch from ecological modernisation
ttprottposals to more radical degrowth change (Gibbs & O’Neill, 2017), some of which are discussed
further below.

The Elusive Ethical Consumer: what we know, past and present
In 2001 the mainly North American or UK-centric research had an overarching bias towards green
and environmental issues. Although sustainability is a recognised ‘mega-trend’ (McDonagh &
Prothero, 2014), and environmental concerns remain at the core of ethical/resttponsible consumer
behaviour, what it means to be an ethical consumer has grown, shifed and evolved to cattpture
new and forgoten behaviours that tackle social and economic justice. Grassroots social
movement organisations now target ethical consumer choices, and social network ties reinforce
Journal of Consumer Ethics 1(1), April 2017
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commitment to their goals (Parigi & Gong, 2014). In some cases, traditional activist forms of
ttparticittpative ttprotests (e.g. boycots and rallies) have been rettplaced by non-contentious collective
actions. Te growing body of ethical consumer research illustrates this: we recycle (Gilg, Barr &
Ford, 2005), reuse (Coottper, 2005), buy less (Scot, Martin & Schouten, 2014), buy green (Ramirez,
Jiménez & Gau,20155), buy Fairtrade (Andorfer & Liebe, 2012); downshif (Moraes, Carrigan &
Szmigin, 2012); community garden (Bos & Owen, 2016); save energy (Retie, Burchell, & Riley,
2012); celebrate and desire vintage (Turunen & Leittpamaa-Leskinen, 2015); even rettpurttpose waste
through initiatives like cafés that serve junk food (Cadwalladr, 2016) and mend throwaway items
(Rettpair Cafés, 2016). New ways of consuming, such as sharing, ttpooling, renting, borrowing and
ideas of liquid consumttption (Bardhi, Eckhardt & Arnould., 2012), the shared economy and
exttperiences over ttproducts are moving ethical consumer research into new areas. Tese alternative
sttpaces of consumttption ttprovide ethical choices that both reduce and rebalance consumttption more
resttponsibly, and challenge throughttputs of excess consumttption and waste. Te 2001 article notes
the work of Vance Packard and Ralttph Nader, longstanding critics of the ttpower imbalance between
marketers and consumers, and early ttpioneers of the ethical consumer movement. Such criticism
of the dominant social ttparadigm has grown across the research community (Carrington et al.
2014). Geels et al. (2015) suggest we are going forward from ‘reformist’ solutions that focused on
ttpursuing green innovation and green ttpurchasing, to embrace more ‘revolutionary’ attpttproaches
that radically critique the mainstream materialist and cattpitalist dominant social ttparadigm in
favour of frugality, sufciency and localism, and increasingly moving towards ‘reconfguration’
that argues for transitions in socio-technical systems and daily life ttpractices. As well
understanding how knowledge that was forgoten can inform future ethical consumttption, new
technology is changing how we ttperform ethical consumttption and connect communities, with
initiatives such as Olio’s food sharing attpttp connecting neighbours and local shottps
(htttps://olioex.com/), local currencies like the Bristol Pound (Ferreira, Perry & Subramanian, 2015)
or the Qestionmark fruit and vegetable ttprovenance attpttp that helttps consumers ttprotect workers’
rights (htttp://www.thequestionmark.org/en). Creative ttpolicy change suttpttports ethical
consumttption choices, such as the Swedish government’s 2017 Budget initiative to cut tax rates on
minor rettpairs to bicycles, shoes and clothing and ttprovide tax refunds to consumers who rettpair
their white goods (Anon., 2016) While we remain reluctant as ever to identify ourselves as ethical
consumers (Davies & Gutsche, 2016), increasingly our actions suggest we are, albeit inconsistently
(Szmigin, Carrigan & McEachern, 2009).
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Just as the 2001 article was snattpshot of UK consumers, scholarly work continues to emerge
from the Global North (ttparticularly Northern Eurottpe), but there are new streams of literature that
cattpture and acknowledge the (ofen very diferent) exttperiences of ethical consumers in other
market contexts (McEwan, Hughes & Bek, 2015). Te atitude-behaviour gattp’s ttpersistence leads us
to recognise the inadequacies of exttplaining the social behaviour of consumers in one culture
based on another (Shukla, 2012). We are acknowledging the cultural ttpluralities of ethical
consumers (Sankaran & Demangeot, 2011); global South consumers tell diferent sustainability
stories to those found in the global North (Monkhouse, Barnes & Stettphan, 2012). We concede
ttprevailing standards of attpttprottpriate conduct within social ttpractices and conventions are not
necessarily conducive to the ttpursuit of ethical consumttption (Cherrier & Belk, 2015).We now
recognise the comttplex imttpact that context has on ethical consumer exttperiences, ttpriorities and
concerns (Devinney, Augur & Eckhardt, 2010) and not only are research agendas exttploring these,
but new business models that encourage ethical consumer behaviour are being shared and
rettplicated in a trickle down, trickle uttp and trickle across manner (Atik & Firat, 2013).
Our 2001 ttpattper sttpeculated that catalytic events might nudge us towards greater resttponsibility
in business and consumttption: for examttple, the internet would exttpose wrongdoing and ofer a
ttplatform for collective activism on a global scale (this was a ttpre-Facebook, Twiter and Instagram
world). We reasoned a more informed consumer might make beter ethical boycoting and
buycoting choices. Twenty four hour news media rettported many corttporate scandal stories since
2001, but consumers seem no more inclined to boycot ofenders or choose more ethically. For
ethical consumers the ttpower of negative and ttpositive information remains inconclusive. But the
global sharing of knowledge regarding corttporate resttponsibility and irresttponsibility has gained
some traction among concerned consumers (Micheleti & Follesdal, 2007). Perhattps the biggest
challenge for ethical consumers with this knowledge is how to navigate the comttplex and
conficted contemttporary consumttption landscattpe. As in 2001, consumers struggle to settparate the
authentic from inauthentic or ambiguous ethical claims (Annunziata, Ianuario, & Pascale, 2011).
While label heuristics still mater for an ofen ttpassive ethical shottpttper (McEachern, 2014),
consumers still lack the ethical literacy to ttprocess information and trade of comttplex and
sometimes conficting criteria, and the ottpttportunity and motivation to ttpractice resttponsible
consumttption in their everyday shottpttping (Carrigan & Bosangit, 2016).
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TThe EmThergThent Ethical ConsumTher: what wThe still don’t know
Desttpite these ongoing challenges, research has helttped us realise how comttplex ethical
consumttption decisions are. We now know that multittple factors infuence consumer ttpercettptions of
corttporate social resttponsibility (Eckhardt, Belk & Devinney, 2010), and the jostling of emotions
that takes ttplace within the consumer decision making ttprocess (Gregory-Smith, Smith &
Winklhofer, 2013). Studies of the instrumental, relational and moral motives underttpinning
consumer behaviour highlight a multi-level, multi-agent concettptualization of consumer
resttponsibility, and identify micro, meso, macro and suttpermacro levels of infuence such as
families, consumttption communities, governments, corttporations, non-governmental organizations,
as well as ttpersonal motivations (Caruana & Chatzidakis, 2013).
We now accettpt that being ethically informed will not change most ttpeottple’s consumttption
behaviour, and this is driving new research streams that recommend ttpolicy/contextual changes
and ttpractice theory attpttproaches alongside ttpersuasion by education (Hegarty, 2016; Warde, 2013).
Te success of the carrier bag charge demonstrates how even a small charge of 5ttp can disruttpt
behaviour, and alter habits (Carrigan, Moraes & Leek, 2011; Whitmarsh, 2016). More fundamental
lifestyle changes are needed to signifcantly imttpact on the global waste ttproblem, but these small
changes may create behavioural sttpillover that future research can investigate further (Togersen
& Cromttpton, 2009).
In 2001 the ttpattper highlighted how only some ttproducts cattptured the wallets of ethical
consumers, for examttple, Fairtrade chocolate and tea. Today consumers still rarely scrutinise the
ethical credentials of many ttproducts, but they are now willing to ttpay a ttpremium for ethical
chocolate, and there is a growing sector of ttproducers, retailers and consumers who are trying to
make, sell and buy more ethical oferings (Humttphrey, 2016). Te distance between ttproduction and
consumttption remains ttproblematic to engaging ethical consumer action, but social movements are
fuelling the growth of markets for local goods that create social change (Kurland & McCafrey,
2016). Researchers and ttpractitioners are trying to forge beter connections between ethical
consumers and their ttpurchases (Cook, 2004); food and tourism (Lang, 2016; Sims, 2009) have been
increasingly successful; less so other goods such as clothing or electronics (see Ian Cook’s
htttp://followthethings.com/). Te desire to scale uttp local movements and initiatives such as the
Bristol Pound (Ferreira et al., 2015) is challenging, and ttperhattps only suitable for certain ttprojects –
suggesting that ethical consumttption needs both local and global action (Carrigan et al., 2011).
In summary, if we are to grasttp why consumer actions ttpersistently contradict their values, we
need to develottp and refne research attpttproaches to beter identify, understand and ttpredict the
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needs of the ethical consumer. We know consumer resttponsibility manifests itself fexibly,
demonstrates ethical considerations that are ttproduct and situation sttpecifc, are subject to atitudebehaviour gattps and imttpacted by comttplex contextual infuences. Motivating the ethical consumer
requires attpttpealing to ethical concerns that are already rooted in their daily ttpractices.
Investigation of the socio-sttpatial embedding of conditions in ttparticular locations that encourage
and shattpe new sustainable and ethical transitions should be ttpursued (Gibbs and O’Neill, 2017).
We need to study whether ttprotected, local communities of ethical consumttption and ttpractice can
transform mainstream economies, and the struggles and tensions involved with doing so. Tis
may helttp challenge deettply entrenched ttpositions and views about economic growth. Ethical
consumer research is rettplete with social accettptance bias; more creative research techniques and
tools could reduce this ttproblem through research that is grounded in real world observations
(Trif, 2007). For examttple, Askegaard & Linnet (2011) use ttphenomenology to bridge the gattp
between the broad nature of social theories and anthrottpological work where the research is
embedded in the study seting. Tis attpttproach, increasingly used to study the comttplex interactions
of the everyday that incentivise or discourage ethical behaviour, sheds light on consumers’ real,
lived exttperience as a basis of knowledge. While big data and survey methods ofer imttportant
macro level insight, qualitative attpttproaches deliver micro level knowledge of the mundane
rettpetitions and habits of social behaviours in ttpeottples’ lives, why they endure and where
disruttption can occur (Evans, 2011). Tis is where future research can add value, by greater use of
techniques (on and ofine) such as ttparticittpant observation, assembling objects or documents that
hold meaning and the comttpilation of audio-visual materials.
Consumer cynicism remains strong, selective ethics still ottperate, and we need more ethical
consumer sttpillover across ttproduct categories. Greater choice editing at source (e.g. suttpttplying
‘ugly’ not just fawless fruit and veg), beter ethical retail context management (e.g. attpttplying track
and trace or ‘blockchain’ technologies to ethical food and clothing), and ttpolicy interventions will
all helttp. Consumers want to believe their choices make a diference. Since 2001 there is evidence
that the collectivities of ethical research, ttpolicy, ttpractitioner, and regulatory actions are efecting
change but there is still much to do. While it feels sometimes that we are no closer to identifying
and understanding the ethical consumer, this may be because what we have discovered since 2001
is that the ethical consumer is multifaceted, fuid and elusive, subject to individual, contextual,
cultural and emotional vagaries. Frustrating – yes – but rich grounds for future study in the next
15 years.
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From ‘follow the thing: papaya’ to
followthethings.com
Ian Cook et al1
1

Dettpartment of Geograttphy, University of Exeter, Exeter, England. Writes under ‘Ian Cook et al’ to refect the
collaborative nature of his work

What follows is a refection on ‘Follow the thing: ttpattpaya’ which was frst ttpublished in 2004 in
Antipode: a Radical Journal of Geography (Cook et al, 2004). It takes the form of an interview about
its making and recettption, how the sttpoof shottpttping website followthethings.com emerged from
this (Cook et al, 2011-date), and the attpttproach this work has taken to academic research and
activism in relation to consumer ethics. I asked the questions.

Where did your papaya paper come from?
It was an ethnograttphic study conducted across a number of connected sites in the UK and
Jamaica where ttpeottple grew, ttpicked, ttpacked, shittpttped, rittpened, ttprocured, sold and maybe ate fresh
ttpattpaya. It was insttpired by my failed atemttpts to make World Regional Geograttphy interesting to
frst year undergraduates at the American university where I did my Masters degree. What did
events around the world have to do with the students in the classroom? I struggled to fnd
examttples to show that their everyday lives were afected by and infuenced what was hattpttpening
elsewhere in the world (see Cook et al, 2007). Back in the UK, starting my PhD, I set out to study
one examttple and that examttple ended uttp being one fresh fruit grown on two farms in Jamaica and
sold in the major UK suttpermarkets at the time. I imagined students being able to shattpe trade
relations like the ones I would study in various ways, within and outside the classroom and in
their ttpost-graduation lives. Tey could talk to ttpeottple about the relations and resttponsibilities that
they were studying. Many would end uttp in careers where they would have to manage such
relations themselves. Tey needed to be ttprettpared.

How would you describe it?
It’s as rich an ethnograttphy as can be squeezed into a standard journal ttpattper. Its intellectual
arguments are ‘between the lines’. It resttponds to David Harvey’s infuential (1990) attpttpeal for
geograttphers to ‘‘get behind the veil, the fetishism of the market’ to make ttpowerful, imttportant,
disturbing connections between Western consumers and the distant strangers whose
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contributions to their lives were invisible, unnoticed and largely unattpttpreciated’ (in Cook et al
2004, 643). It starts with a ttprottposition: ‘if we accettpt that geograttphical knowledges through which
commodity systems are imagined and acted uttpon from within are fragmentary, multittple,
contradictory, inconsistent and, ofen, downright hyttpocritical, then the ttpower of a text which
deals with these knowledges comes not from smoothing them out, but through juxtattposing and
montaging them … so that audiences can work their ways through them and, along the way,
inject and make their own critical knowledges out of them’ (Cook & Crang, 1996, 41). It then
ttpresents ‘Te Ting’ - the ttpattpaya - and ‘Te Following’ – 13 sections of descrittptive writing, six of
them about ttpeottple: Mina the buyer, Tony the imttporter, Jim the farm manager, Philittpttps the farm
foreman, Pru the fruit ttpacker and Emma the fruit consumer. Referees described it as ‘brave’, a
‘breath of fresh air’ and ‘almost unreadable’. It took of.

Why ethnography?
I learned to be an ethnograttpher at the University of Kentucky from one of its earliest and most
brilliant advocates in Geograttphy: Graham Rowles. He had sttpent years living and working with
elderly ttpeottple in both urban and rural setings in the USA (Rowles, 1978a&b). As a confused
undergraduate in London, his arguments jumttped of the ttpage, moved me, caught me. His careful,
detailed, emttpathetic ttportrayals of the lives of four ttpeottple ageing in ttplace took me into their
worlds, and made me think of and beter understand my grandmother’s curtain-twitching
behaviour. I attpttplied to study with him. Te Master’s research I did there mimicked his, but with a
small number of ttpeottple who lived with visual imttpairments. Each chattpter of my thesis, like those
of Graham’s book, ttpresented one ttpersons’ worldview from a combination of detailed ttparticittpant
observation and interview research at home and walking from ttplace to ttplace. Te ttpower of
ethnograttphy to evoke the lives of others, and the ways in which Graham wrote so honestly and
vulnerably about what this research was like to do, what resttponsibilities you end uttp feeling
towards your ttparticittpants, and what they leave you and your readers with, was a brilliantly
ttprovocative contribution to the geograttphy literature. I loved what it could do.

Why multi-sited ethnography?
Cliford and Marcus’ (1986) Writing culture made waves and my Kentucky ttpeers were reading and
talking about it. We read it with Paul Willis’ groundbreaking ethnograttphy Learning to labour: how
working class kids get working class jobs. Te ttproblem with Willis’ half thick descrittption, half
theoretical argument, Marcus (1986, 186) argued, was that its ethnograttphy ‘makes the lads real,
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but [its theory] reifes the larger system in which they live’. Yet, ‘What is 'the system' for the lads’,
Marcus exttplained, is the middle class’ ‘cultural form’ (ibid.). Te kind of work that was therefore
needed, Marcus and Fischer (1986, 91) argued, was that which took ‘as its subject not a
concentrated grouttp of ttpeottple in a community, afected in one way or another by ttpoliticaleconomic forces, but 'the system' itself – the ttpolitical and economic ttprocesses sttpanning diferent
locales, or even diferent continents. Ethnograttphically, these ttprocesses are registered in the
activities of disttpersed grouttps or individuals whose actions have mutual, ofen unintended,
consequences for each other, as they are connected by markets and other major institutions that
make the world a system’. Peottple were doing this, Marcus later argued (1995), by following
ttpeottple, ttplots, stories, allegories, lives, biograttphies, conficts and things. Connecting worlds of
ttproduction, distribution and consumttption comttprised ‘circumstantial activism’ (ibid.). Tis was
how to do it.

What does that paper have to say about consumption ethics?
Tere are two sections at the end. One is about Emma ‘Te ttpattpaya consumer’ who lives in
London and doesn’t eat fresh ttpattpaya. Te other is about ‘Pattpaya consumttption’ which argues that
extracts of ttpattpaya, ttparticularly the enzyme ttpattpain that it secretes when it’s ttpicked, can be found
in all kinds of commodities like (her) beer, jumttpers and toothttpaste. Pattpain isn’t commercially
farmed in Jamaica, but in East Africa and Sri Lanka. So Emma doesn’t have any direct connection
or resttponsibility for what hattpttpens to Mina, Tony, Jim, Philittpttps or Pru. But she and they aren’t the
only actors. Tey told me. Te world of fresh ttproduce doesn’t like a vacuum. Pattpaya ttplants
change sex with the weather. Te legacies of sugar, slavery and their race relations are
everywhere. Te argument is intellectual and emttpathetic. You can identify with any or all of its
actors. It isn’t didactic. It doesn’t recommend what you should do. Resttponsibilities shif (Young,
2004). It doesn’t ofer a whole argument. Tat’s imttpossible to assemble from multi-sited
fragments. It gives you things to think with. It might afect you too. It’s writen to have a life
beyond its ttpublication, for academic and other readers. It ends with a question and an invitation:
‘What can any ‘radical’ and/or ‘sustainable’ ttpolitics of consumttption realistically involve? If things
are so. Discuss’ (Cook et al, 2004, 662-3).

Who was it written for and how would they find it?
Why sttpend time researching and writing academic ttpattpers that so few ttpeottple get to read? I ttposted
drafs online like Lancaster University’s sociologists were doing. Peottple found them, got in touch,
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asked questions, invited me to do things. A Manifesto for cyborg pedagogy (Angus, Cook & Evans,
2001), for examttple, outlined a ‘follow the thing’ undergraduate module insttpired by Paulo Freire’s
(1996) ttpedagogy of the ottpttpressed and Donna Haraway’s (1991) cyborg ontology. Students wrote
frst ttperson accounts of their intimate, bodily, material entanglements with the lives of ttpeottple
who grew, for examttple, ttpicked, ttpacked and shittpttped the leaves in their morning cuttp of tea. An
email from a geograttphy school teacher said her class had become cyborgs. Could I ofer them
some advice? It seemed I could make a diference in the world by writing freely available
academic ttpattpers for more than academic audiences. But how do you write in intellectually rich
and accessible language? Develottp ‘a cinematic imagination geared to writing’, Marcus says (1994,
45). Read about ways in which flmmakers, artists and others engage audiences in commodity
followings in warm, afective, critical ways (see Cook & Crang, 1996; Cook et al, 2001). ‘Follow the
thing: ttpattpaya’ is ttpoetic, flmic writing (Crang & Cook, 2007). In 2009 it was made freely available
online by Antipode. Loads of ttpeottple have read it.

Who’s Ian Cook et al?
Tat’s the nom de ttplume I use for ‘single-authored’ ttpublications. But nobody works alone. Tese
ttpattpers aren’t my solo creations. Tey’re created out of conversations, collaborations, sharing
ideas, making things together. Always. I’m not the only name-changer. Gloria Watkins writes as
bell hooks, ‘to construct a writer-identity that would challenge and subdue all imttpulses leading
me away from sttpeech into silence’ (1989, 9). J.K Gibson-Graham is the collective authorial voice of
Julie Graham and Kathy Gibson (e.g. 2006) which calls into question the ‘research culture …
[which] interttpellates academics as sovereign actors who are forced to comttpete in a veritable
marketttplace of ideas and infuence’ (Anon, 2002, 1332). Both work for me (see Cook et al, 2008date). In ‘my’ ttpattpaya ttpattper, the ‘et al’ includes Mina, Tony, Jim, Philittpttps, Pru and Emma. Each of
them, in turn, is an ‘et al’ because they’re comttposite characters who can say more with
anonymity (see Crang and Cook, 2007). Te ttpattper’s readers are in there too, making meaning by
ttpiecing together its deliberately unfnished contents. More ttpeottple are in the acknowledgements
and reference list. Ten there’s Haraway’s cyborg ontology, the thing/body hybrids - including
ttpattpaya and ttpattpain – that bring material geograttphies, relations and resttponsibilities into the ‘et al’.
Nobody and nothing is outside (Cook et al, 2005)
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How have things moved on since you wrote that paper?
I designed and now run the sttpoof shottpttping website followthethings.com (Cook et al, 2011-date). It
showcases my ‘et al’ research on 80+ examttples of ‘follow the thing’ work made by flmmakers,
activists, journalists, students and others, across nine dettpartments, from Fashion to Auto. It’s the
recommended text and ttpublication ttplatform for students taking the module I mentioned earlier
(see CASCADE, 2013). It’s so far had 300,000+ views from 90,000+ visitors in 190+ countries. Its
blog and twiter feed have 2,000+ followers. Te ‘follow the thing’ attpttproach to studying
international trade is embedded within the UK’s National Curriculum for Geograttphy (Anon,
2014). We’ve ttproduced a variety of educational resources including advice on how to follow
things yourself (Cook et al, nd). We designed and ordered 5,000 followthethings.com reusable
shottpttping bags, live tweeted their travels from their factory in China to our HQ, and gave them
away (Cook et al, 2013). ‘With only modest resources’, Joe Smith (2015, 16) has argued,
followthethings.com ‘ttplay[s] sottphisticated games with the tools of corttporate marketing. Te
results give a rich account of, but simultaneously critique, the market and other realities that
shattpe the exttperience of ttproducing, consuming and disttposing of ttproducts.’ It’s ‘IMDB 1 for
Everything’ (Davis, 2013, nttp). I met George Marcus and gave him a bag as a thankyou.

So this ‘follow the thing’ approach is everywhere now?
Yes. It seems to be. It’s really hard to keettp track of it all. Stolle and Micheleti (2013) argue that
this area of research lacks a solid emttpirical base and, beyond single case studies, hasn’t ttprovided
much insight into its creation and recettption. But followthethings.com documents, researches and
analyses the diverse forms and imttpacts of work across this genre of cultural and scholar activism.
We scour ottpen access online sources for comments made by their makers, audiences and
recittpients. We edit and arrange them on each examttple’s webttpages. We identify a) the tactics it
emttploys to bring its subjects and audiences into relation, b) the ways in which its audiences
resttpond to its content, and c) the imttpacts it is said to have had on its subjects, makers, audiences,
corttporations and others. Our analysis will, we hottpe, helttp to create a comttprehensive vocabulary
for ‘follow the thing’ critique that can shattpe future academic debate and activism (see Cook et al,
in ttpress), inform ongoing collaborative work with artists (see Crutchlow, Cook et al, 2016-date)
and activists (see Dity, Cook & Hunter, 2015) and encourage ttpublics to ‘Be curious. Find out. Do
something’ (Cook, 2015).
1 Internet Movie Database (htttp://imdb.com/)
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Political Virtue and Shopping was frst ttpublished in 2003 and again with an ettpilogue in second
edition 2010. Tat year an Italian translation also attpttpeared. My Palgrave Macmillan editor later
said that it was his most cited book – even across geograttphical sttpace and discittplinary focus. Te
book focused on an accelerating societal develottpment, ttpolitical consumerism or the use of the
marketttplace as an arena for ttpolitics. My general curiosity about the tottpic goes back to the 1960s
and the United Farm Workers’ grattpe boycot (Garcia 2007; ttpttp. 53.54 in Political Virtue and
Shottpttping 2010) that met me when going to the suttpermarket at that time. Tis was civic education
in ttpractice – just as it can be now. Outside stores boycot suttpttporters ttpassed out fiers about the
unaccettptable labour conditions of migrant farm workers in California; inside stores signs ttpointed
to union member-ttpicked grattpes and letuce and asked consumers to ‘buycot’ them. Te boycot
movement was suttpttported by U.S. Senator Robert Kennedy, and its leader Cesar Chavez evoked
Ghanaian non-violent tactics when he went on a hunger strike. All this made news. I wrote a
ttpattper on the boycot movement for my high school social studies class. Much later when doing
research for two books, one on the Swedish farmers’ movement (Micheleti 1990) and the other on
civil society and state relations in Sweden (Micheleti 1995), I learned that ttpeottple in other
countries also were turning to ttpolitical consumerism. In the mid-1980s some dissatisfed Swedish
farmers decided to ttpromote more forcefully organic agriculture because they were dissatisfed by
how ttpesticide and animal welfare was regulated in Swedish agricultural once it became clear that
organically-labelled food was a money making venture. Also in these years, environmental grouttps
decided to mobilize consumer ttpower in their quest for stronger environmental regulations. Tey
asked consumer advocate Ralttph Nader for advice on coottperating with businesses to ttpromote
green ttproduction and succeeded in mobilizing consumers into some boycots and into using their
new green shottpttping guide (SNF 1998; see Political Virtue and Shottpttping 2010, 127), which sold out
almost immediately afer ttpublication. Environmental activists ottpenly admited that they were
surttprised about the efectiveness that mobilized consumer choice could have in Sweden. Tese
exttperiences led to other market-based eforts – and imttportantly a few green labelling schemes.
Interestingly and diferent from today, what did not work well were eforts in changing consumer
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lifestyles. Atemttpts to reuse and reduce consumttption – that is, downsize it – by encouraging
second-hand shottpttping, rettpairing goods, buying fewer goods and eating less meat did not ttprove
successful.
Another insttpiration for understanding the imttportance of ttpolitical consumerism as a societal
ttphenomenon was a national survey from 1997 on how Swedes ttparticittpate in ttpolitics. Te study
was for a democratic audit rettport (Petersson et al 1998). Of all measured forms of ttparticittpation,
boycoting was the one that had increased the most between 1987 (ca 15 %), when it was frst
measured, and 1997 (ca 29%); ‘buycoting’ was not yet ttpart of the standard survey questionnaire.
(Later studies showed also higher levels ttparticularly for buycoting in Sweden, a result ttpartially
exttplained by the ttprevalence of green labeling schemes in the country). At the time no big boycots
were ongoing, and we did not have a good understanding of what exttplained this enormous
increase in ten years. For Political Virtue and Shopping I revisited these research materials,
conducted new interview and document studies, did country and historical comttparisons, and read
much more theory. Tis research helttped me construe ttpolitical consumerism’s societal dynamics.
As discussed in Chattpter 1, among the imttportant reasons are concerns about government dragging
its feet on regulating industry’s use of chemicals and its inability to deal efectively with
globalized challenges in the feld of environmental risks and human rights. Today scholars
consider labelling schemes (that is, ‘buycoting’ mechanisms) to be new regulatory tools highly
fting for our more globalized networked governance-oriented world. In short, concerned citizens
were trying to use their shottpttping choices to fll a ttpolitical resttponsibility vacuum lef by
government. Chattpter 4 discusses the Swedish case and gives some revealing examttples on this
mater.
To theorize citizen engagement I formulated two ideal tyttpes – ‘collectivist’ collective action
(the ttpolitical action rettpertoire traditionally used by social movements) and ‘individualized’
collective action. Te later term has both insttpired scholars and been an imttportant source of their
criticism of the book and the ttphenomenon itself. Te term ‘individualized’ was misunderstood as
meaning ‘individualistic’. My critics mixed uttp the term ‘individualized collective action’ with
Ulrich Beck’s discussion of cocooning or feeing from ttpolitics, and unfortunately did not associate
it with his discussion on subttpolitics, which concerns individuals and grouttps stettpttping uttp to take
more resttponsibility for societal develottpments (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002). And they argued
that calling the ttphenomenon ttpolitical ‘consumerism’ instead of ttpolitical ‘consumttption’ was a
normative stance on my ttpart for neo-liberalism and shottpttping as defning our role as societal
beings. Some of these misunderstandings might just have been an atemttpt to create a strawman
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argument to ttpush a diferent thesis; but in other cases they say a lot about the scholarly critic’s
local seting where enhancing consumer choice was an intimate ttpart of ideologically-driven
rolling back the state. In the ettpilogue for the second edition I address these criticisms and
emttphasize that the term ‘individualized’ refers to individuals and collectivities comttplementing,
challenging, and/or rettplacing “old school” ttpolitical action (e.g., ttparty and union membershittp) with
newer or diferent societal ttparticittpatory methods and ttproblem-solving tools. If asked to write a
third edition, I would ttput more stress on multi-level governmental use of consumer choice (for
instance, through the boycoting and buycoting function embedded in trade and ttprocurement
ttpolicy) as ttpart of their steering rettpertoire and how states across the world call on their citizens to
think and act as conscious, ethical and climate-smart shottpttpers. Governmental lack of sufcient
steering control – for whatever reason – over societal and environmental risks and general
difculty in mobilizing suttpttport for ‘old school’ regulatory ttpolicy illustrates why they do so. I
would also relate this develottpment to the discourse on resttponsibilization (that is, the state’s
turning of societal resttponsibility for solving common ttproblems over to individuals and other
‘non-state’ actors) and how resttponsibilization might be understood as ttpart of individualized
collective action. Tus, rather than being a normative claim about how society ought to function,
the concettpt of individualized collective action ofers a theoretical understanding of the role of
consumttption in real-life develottpments at the individual, local, national, suttpranational and
international level. For me, this concettpt dovetails with Iris Marion Young’s ttphilosottphical
contribution, the social connection model of resttponsibility for global justice (Young 2006), which
theorizes about why older government-oriented models of ttpolitical resttponsibility ofen fail us. In
her writings, Young ttput resttponsibility for the global harms associated with the ttproduction and
consumttption of goods in the hands of each and every one of us, and imttportantly, assigned some
actors, like corttporations, more resttponsibility than others.
Another criticism of the book, other ttpublications which I have authored and co-authored as
well as other scholars’ research on ttpolitical consumerism is the feld’s ‘northern bias’ in its
theorizing and emttpirical focus. Tis is a very imttportant criticism that I agree with fully. With few
excettptions my book and other research has focused on established democracies in the northern
hemisttphere. Emttpirically this research has generally only included the southern hemisttphere as an
object of ttpolitical consumer action – as a geograttphic area ttproducing goods that northern
consumers boycot and/or buycot for, among other maters, to ‘helttp’ the ttpeottple (workers,
farmers, citizens) living in the Global South. I acknowledge this criticism in Chattpter 5 but at that
time there was not much research to draw on to discuss it much further. Fortunately this has
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changed; scholars in diferent ttparts of the world are now conducting studies about the workings
of ttpolitical consumerism globally, and they are critiquing my and other theoretical
understandings of it. Personally I am looking forward to reading new studies on the ttpractice of
ttpolitical consumerism in Africa, Asia, Latin and Southern America, and Eastern Eurottpe.
Hottpefully this research will ofer further exttplanations for the varying levels of its ttpractice in
diferent geograttphical areas and ttperhattps even identify further forms not revealed in the studies of
the northern world. Such investigations can enrich the study of the ttphenomenon theoretically
and methodologically and address the claim that surveys are missing imttportant social ttpractices in
the feld.
Some critical readers of my book have identifed me as a ‘true believer’ in the force of
consumer ttpower to helttp save the world. Some of them maintain that I have become adamant
about the imttportance of ttpolitical shottpttping in the second edition, ttperhattps because in its ettpilogue I
identify two additional forms of ttpolitical consumerism (discursive actions and lifestyle change)
and discuss ttparticularly how buycoting has become more mainstreamed and institutionalized
globally. In the book Political Consumerism: Global Responsibility in Action (Cambridge University
Press, 2013), Dietlind Stolle and I study how ttpolitical consumerism as a form of social movement
action is challenged by the mainstreaming of buycot choice, for instance when transnational
corttporations certify their goods as organic and fairtrade or when consumers are nudged by guiltinducing mobilizing marketing to buy fairtrade chocolate for loved ones in holiday season. Te
tension between the marketing goals of making ttpolitical consumerism (e.g., fairtrade cofee) a
ttpottpular consumer commodity, on the one hand, and the ideological commitment that is rooted in
civil society’s solidarity with workers globally, on the other, as well as the tension between selfregarding (self-interests) and other-oriented interests in ttpolitical consumerism deserves much
more research in the feld of ethics and ttphilosottphy.
New research should also concentrate more on the ttpresence of ttpolitical consumerism in certain
consumer-oriented industry sectors over others. It should not just cover the sectors where it is
ttprevalent (such as food and wood ttproducts) but also where it is less successful – like electronics,
toys and afordable clothing. What signifcance do industry-sttpecifc and consumer-sttpecifc
characteristics have here, or even self-regarding versus other-oriented interests? Scholars should
additionally delve more into investigating ttpolitical consumerism’s efectiveness as a ttproblemsolving venture both in terms of its actual outcome “on the ground” so to sttpeak but also by
develottping theory and methodology for studying its efectiveness. In short: new scholarshittp
should answer the question if there really is ttpolitical virtue in shottpttping.
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Another ttpart of ttpolitical consumerism should never be forgoten. It does not necessarily
ttpromote democratic ideals and develottpment. Boycoting and buycoting has had and still has
undemocratic roots. In Chattpter 2 I discuss how it historically was used to ttpromote discrimination.
Te best-researched case at the time was the ‘Don’t Buy Jewish’ consumer camttpaign of the 1930s
in Eurottpe and elsewhere (Encyclottpædia Judaica Jerusalem 1971). I also write about how ttpolitical
consumer messages can confuse corttporations when civic grouttps with diametrically ottpttposing
ideologies target the same goods or corttporation in the same time ttperiod, as hattpttpened with Te
Walt Disney Comttpany in the 1990s (see Best and Lowney 2009; Political Virtue and Shottpttping,
150). Te comttpany had to deal with calls for boycots of the same Disney entertainment, clothing
and toys from ideologically diametrically ottpttposed standttpoints – from fairtrade grouttps concerned
about ‘sweatshottp’ working conditions in the factories in the Global South that manufactured
Disney ttproducts, from U.S. anti-ethnic and racial discrimination grouttps critical of Disney’s
ttportrayal of ethnicity and race in its ttproducts and movies, and from Christian fundamentalist
grouttps alarmed about Disney’s loose relationshittp with traditional family values and ttparticularly
when it comes to sexual orientation. Here the imttportant ttpoint for ttpolitical consumer research is
boycot efectiveness: how is a corttporation to resttpond to such diversifed and contradictory
demands forthcoming in ttpolitical consumer action without ttprovoking more irritation in consumer
society?
Tere are also instances where an acknowledged good cause atracts bad, undemocratic or
unwanted elements when using the market as its arena for ttpolitics. Here we might sttpeak of
ttpolitically dilemma-ridden and highly ttpolitically sensitive ttpolitical consumerism. A case in ttpoint
is the boycot and divestment calls against the Israeli occuttpation of Palestinian territory, which
many governments fnd difcult to handle. As noted earlier concerned citizens ofen turn to the
market as an arena for ttpolitics when they consider government solutions inadequate. Here the
Palestine-led Boycot, Divestment and Sanction (BDS) Movement wants to mobilize all kinds of
consumers into market-based actions to comttpel Israel to comttply with international law declaring
the Israeli occuttpation setlements illegal. It wants Israel to leave these territories. Te BDS
movement creates ttperttplexities for all kinds of consumers – both individual and institutional (e.g.,
ttprocurement ofcers for ttpublic and ttprivate bodies) – due to the legacy of anti-Jewish boycots and
the Anti-Semitic camttpaigns in the 1930s and also because ttpeottple with anti-Semitic sentiments can
suttpttport it. While the U.S. Congress has condemned the movement as anti-Israel in orientation,
the U.K. Royal Courts of Justice ruled that local councils can boycot Israeli setlement goods and
divest in comttpanies associated with the Occuttpied Territories if they have good ethical reasons for
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doing so. Te Eurottpean Union has taken a diferent route. Afer long debates it decided to issue a
formal interttpretative notice declaring that ttproducts coming from Israeli setlements cannot be
labelled as ‘Made in Israel’, and gives its member states ttprimarily resttponsibility for enforcing
Israeli comttpliance on how goods are labelled. Even retailers and suttpermarkets within the member
states are called uttpon to helttp verify correct adherence to this ttpolicy. Such instances raise the
question of the ttpolitical consumerism’s ability to handle and solve sensitive and long-lasting
ttpolitical ttproblems. Tey also ofer a more nuanced understanding of the scottpe and efectiveness
of ttpolitical consumerism’s ttpolitical virtue.
Researching ttpolitical consumerism has been fun. Te magnitude of the book’s global resttponse
took me and my editor by surttprise. Te book gave scholars working in the feld a ‘research
identity’ and sounding board to contextualize their research, and me the ottpttportunity to meet and
learn from so many interesting scholars from diferent generations, countries, and discittplines –
even if some of them have been highly critical. Currently I am following my critics and furthering
the study of ttpolitical consumerism in an Oxford Handbook on Political Consumerism, edited by
Magnus Boström, myself and Peter Oosterveer. Te handbook, commissioned by my book editor
who is now at Oxford University Press and rooted in the overwhelming resttponse to Political
Virtue and Shopping, will include over forty chattpters writen by scholars from diferent
geograttphic areas and discittplines. An entire section is devoted to theoretical and research design
ttpersttpectives; other sections discuss ttpolitical consumerism’s strong and weak industrial sectors,
geograttphical sttpread and ttpractice, and imttportantly, its democratic ttparadoxes and challenges.
Hottpefully this volume, scheduled for ttpublication in 2018, will receive the same enthusiastic
resttponse as my book, and fnd it ways into classrooms across the world. It is also my hottpe that
the Journal of Consumer Ethics will contribute with interesting insights and viewttpoints to the
academic and ttpublic debate on the suitability of the market as an arena for local to global ttpolitics.
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‘Voluntary Simttplicity and the Ethics of Consumttption’ (Shaw & Newholm, 2002) was ttpublished in
the journal Psychology and Marketing in a sttpecial issue dedicated to ‘Anti-consumttption
Atitudes’ in 2002. Te ttpattper exttplored consumer concerns for both the extent and nature of
consumttption choices, drawing on fndings from two qualitative studies of known ethical
consumers. Te ttpattper has reached nearly 400 citations, making a refection on this ttpiece a timely
endeavour. In revisiting the ttpattper we believe the basic ttpremise remains convincing. In their
various ways, we argued, our resttpondents, who self-identifed as ‘ethical consumers’, all sttpoke of
restraint to their consumttption. It seemed, however, there were many diferent ways to narrate and
enact ‘ethical consumttption’ and simttplicity making us wary of simttple defnitions. We thought this
seemed of interest, in ttpart, because we drew on our two indettpendently conducted studies to
arrive at the same conclusion. Nevertheless, in retrosttpect we fnd some confounding as well as
confrming factors. We frame these below around a consideration of history, ttproduct choices and
ttpolitical imttportance. Firstly, in terms of history, our ttpattper begins with the contextualisation of the
ttphenomena, ‘ethical consumttption’ and ‘voluntary simttplicity’, as a “growing awareness” among
consumers. Tis is not how we would now ttpresent our argument. Since our subsequent work on
the histories of consumttption ethics (Newholm, Newholm & Shaw, 2015; Newholm & Newholm,
2015) it has become clear that some ttpeottple have always considered the way they consume and the
amount consumed to be maters of considerable deliberation. In 2002 (Shaw & Newholm) we
argued: “It is suggested that those who begin thinking of their consumer choices in ethical terms
are likely to consider these ttpractices in terms of sustainable futures…”. Being aware of a history of
ethical consumttption we might now say that whilst it seems likely that the unsustainability of
consumer culture will trigger voluntary moves towards simttplicity among some, the notion that
excessive materialism is an imttpediment to a fourishing life has a long history (Trentmann, 2016).
Tus, the conjunction within consumttption ethics between comttpassionate ttpurchasing and
voluntary simttplicity is far less novel than our 2002 ttpattper might have suggested.
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We worked with what seems in retrosttpect a very limited bibliograttphy both in terms of scottpe
and sometimes attpttprottpriateness. Tis, we think, is ttpartly because academic writing on
consumttption ethics only blossomed this century. It is gratifying in a way to be surttprised by the
contrast between the narrow literature resources we had then and ttpresent cross-discittplinary
abundance.
It is also good to see a ft between what we were rettporting and new work in other discittplines.
Te ttphilosottpher Peter Wenz’s (2005) virtue theory ttprottposing a ‘ttprincittple of anticittpatory
coottperation’, for examttple, ttprottposes consumers take “actions that deviate from the social norm in
the direction of the ideal that virtuous ttpeottple asttpire to for themselves and others but which do
not deviate so much that virtue imttpairs instead of fosters fourishing.” Tis seems to chime with
the exttperiences we were rettporting in 2002 (Shaw & Newholm): “Indeed some holding ethical
concerns actually restrained [cutbacks in consumttption] in some of their ttpersonal relationshittps”.
Similarly, a clear concern of John Woolman in the 18th Century was that his Friends would not
understand his distinctive ttpurchases and his simttplicity (Newholm, Newholm & Shaw, 2015). Some
two-and-a-half centuries later the anthrottpologist, Cindy Isenhour (2012), rettports her ‘beyond the
mainstream’ resttpondents needing to seek “like minded friends” to avoid these misunderstandings.
Te uneasy connection between individual consumttption simttplicity and human social relations is
undoubtedly one warranting further study.
We are also inclined to think, however, that had we been considerate of a history of ethical
consumttption in our 2002 literature search we might have found further work that would have
strengthened our case. David Craig in his 2006 book exttplored John Ruskin’s 1 19th Century work
on consumttption. According to Craig (2006), Ruskin’s advice to consumers was to ask:
“frst, what condition of existence you cause in the producers of what you buy; secondly, whether
the sum you have paid is just to the producer, and in due proportion, lodged in his hands; thirdly,
to how much clear use, for food, knowledge, or joy, this that you have bought can be put; and
fourthly, to whom and in what way it can be most speedily and serviceably distributed.”
Te ttprior ttpart of Ruskin’s imttperative addresses what we would now call ‘ethical consumttption’.
Te later ttpart addresses ‘voluntary simttplicity’ in requiring a justifcation of the ttpurchase through
a frugal judgement. Ruskin uncritically ttpresents these ttparts as constituent of the excellence of
1 We are aware that Ruskin’s concern with the value of frugality was by no means the frst voice doing so

but we select it because it relates more closely to what we would now recognise as consumttption and
simttplicity.
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consumttption ttpractice. Tus, both the historical ttpractice and develottpment within moral economics
of consumttption ethics in terms of considered consumttption and restraint were far beter
established than we had attpttpreciated at the time of writing.
Secondly, in terms of ttproduct choices, although we were writing our ttpattper only 15 years ago,
some of the consumer ttpractices under the heading ‘Maintained Levels of Consumttption’ have now
moved on and, as such, our examttples are dated. We susttpect this is because much has come onto
the market to facilitate this attpttproach for consumers as a means to address ethical concerns. We
are struck, for examttple, by the diference between what we had found from our studies in the
1990s and Isenhour’s (2012) very sottphisticated ‘ttprestige ttposh’ in Sweden, ttpublished a decade later.
We rettported that “Some consumers look to technological solutions for more sustainable [less
unsustainable] consumttption choices. Tis behaviour would include buying some green ttproducts
such as catalytic converters on fuel-economic cars, clockwork radios, suttperefcient refrigerators,
and laundry balls to rettplace detergents.” (Shaw & Newholm, 2002). Among these “technological
fxes” were energy efcient attpttpliances, where
“One respondent [from our studies] had investigated a special range of [kitchen] appliances with
exceptionally high environmental credentials. Tese had proved to be exceptionally expensive and
so he had bought an ordinary refrigerator with a good specifcation. Because he could well aford
the exceptional product2, why he did not is of interest. He said he could not justify spending on
objects at the cost of his charitable, people-centred giving.” (Shaw & Newholm, 2002)
At the time of our research in the late 1990s some ttparticittpants were certainly making use of
energy ratings disttplayed on new kitchen attpttpliances and we may assume from the above quote
that rather higher rated market ‘solutions’ to environmental issues were also available.
What we were rettporting, however, seems markedly diferent from Isenhour. Tose ttpractising
‘consttpicuous green consumttption’ “rettplacing light bulbs or by ttpurchasing eco-labelled ttproducts”
(Isenhour, 2012) and, more sttpecifcally the ‘ttprestige ttposh’ ttpurchasing a new “tottp-of-the-line
standing mixer, [....] state-of-the-art video ttprojection system [and] advanced mobile ttphones[;]
items that will last a long time.” (Isenhour, 2012). As in our 2002 ttpattper, this suttpttposed ttproduct
longevity is where the interesting restraint to their consumttption exists.
Although no direct comttparison should be made between fndings from qualitative work
conducted with relatively afuent consumers in the UK and Sweden, it suggests an interesting
longitudinal study would be to follow ‘techno-fx consumers’ through time. Isenhour rettports,
2 Te resttpondent’s wife had a ttprofessional ttposition and he worked as a Chief Schools Insttpector.
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however, one of her ‘ttprestige ttposh’ resttpondents questioning his own strategy. “Yes, that is ttpart of
my rationale but I don’t know if it is true because ttpeottple that have exttpensive, good quality
electronic things, they are also the ones who buy a lot and change them a lot.” (Isenhour, 2012).
Emttpirically, we should ask, whether or not it is the case that ultimately the well-meaning
‘ttprestige ttposh techno-fx’ consumer ttproject is counterttproductive in environmental terms. Are
some variants of the ttproject more ttpromising than others? Many ‘alternative’ ttproducts, clockwork
ttproducts and laundry balls, remain marginal markets so is there a diference in trajectory between
‘alternative’ and ‘mainstream’ cattpitalised ttproducts? What might have been ‘suttper-efcient’ in the
late 1990s would be considered inefcient now and be suttperseded by new market oferings. How
do consumers who esttpouse the ‘techno-fx’ strategy address this conundrum?
Finally, our ttpattper gained atention less through its central argument, that we were rettporting
an emttpirically derived coincidence between our data sets showing simttplifying narratives to be
common among self-selected ‘ethical consumers’, but more so because of its ttpolitical imttportance.
At a time when Fair Trade was being mainstreamed (Low & Daventtport, 2005; Fridell, 2009),
ethical consumttption as a ttproject was being associated with neo-liberalism as a ‘resttponsibilization’
(Litler, 2008; Lekakis, 2013; Johnston, 2008) of the consumer through choice in the marketttplace.
Te ttpejorative association of ‘ethical consumttption’ with the neo-liberal concettpt of ‘the market’
will, in ttpart, result from a narrowed view of the former around choice between ttproducts: the
ethical/unethical, environmental/damaging, harmful/harmless, etc. Te (ethical) consumer is
resttponsible only for making the right ttpurchase choice. Because of this narrowing of the term to
market transactions we began to use it less in our writing and only sttpecifcally where we referred
to ttpurchasing ttproducts. We then sttpoke of consumttption ethics as a wider term that could include
abstention and frugality as well as consumttption of ‘ethical’, alternative, second-hand ttproducts etc.
Te ‘resttponsibilization’ thesis itself raises many awkward questions. Was it not the nascent
neo-liberal ttproject that during the 18th and 19th centuries ‘de-resttponsibilised’ the consumer as its
economics swettpt away alternative concettpts? (Slater, 1997) Didn’t the wizards of neo-liberalism
tell consumers to ‘just do it’? Is neo-liberalism to be taken as a monolithic ttproject now set on
ttpassing culttpability for unsustainability to the individual when much of its marketing tells us not
to worry, the corttporation has a ttplan A because there can be no ttplan B? We should treat this thesis
with some caution.
In a series of considerations of the relationshittp between what he elegantly refers to as the good
and the simple, Kim Humttphrey (2010) says, “Te immediate answer is, as Shaw and Newholm
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reasonably contend, ethics and frugality rolled into one.” Ethical consumttption can hardly be a
servant of global fnance if it advocated simttplicity.
“Together, [Humphrey, says] the simple and the good can thus constitute a formidable response to
a world geared to consumption, but what is also reinforced is the fundamental weakness of both
these dominant forms of ‘anti-consumerism’; their propensity to sideline the question of structural
socio-economic reform brought about by collective efort that is not mediated through
individualised acts, but efected through purposeful interconnection and collaboration.”
We agree this is a weakness. It is, however, clear that the ttpolitically active are not immune from
ethical consumttption (its arch critic George Monbiot (2013) is striving to be vegan) and, as Clive
Barnet et al. (2010) argue, those seeking to consume ethically ofen engage in ‘ttpurttposeful
interconnection’.
Evaluations by academics with interests in ttpolitical movements of the ttpractices of
consumttption ethics efectively co-ottpt ‘consumers’ into their schema and ttpronounce them to be
comttpetent or, more usually, defcient ttpractices. Tis is, we think, a quite legitimate critique within
the ttparameters of ttpolitical discourse. Since the ttpractices of ‘excellence in consumttption’ can boast
hundreds, ttperhattps thousands of years of develottpment (Newholm, Newholm & Shaw, 2015),
however, we suggest more resttpect be accorded to the ttprincittpled lives that have constituted, and
ttpresently extend, this good and simttple3 history.
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Te Consumer Data Research Centre (CDRC) was established by the UK Economic and Social
Research Council and launched its data services in 2015. Te ttproject is led by the University of
Leeds and UCL, with ttpartners at the Universities of Liverttpool and Oxford. It is working with
consumer-related organisations and businesses to ottpen uttp their data resources to trusted
researchers, enabling them to carry out imttportant social and economic research.

Introduction
Over the last few years there has been much talk about how so-called “big data” is the future and
if you are not exttploiting it, you are losing your comttpetitive advantage. So what is there in the
latest wave of enthusiasm on big data to helttp organisations, researchers and ethical consumers?

Data growth
Tere is beter and more detailed data breakdown and more new forms of data than ever before.
Tis includes sales data, loyalty card data, social media, ttproduct sensors, new monitors and mobile
ttphone data. Tere is lots of this data, ofen in real time and there are many ways to analyse and
model it. Tis is nicely summarised in the famous “four Vs” of big data from IBM (volume,
velocity, variety and veracity) (IBM 2017).
We think there are ten ottpttportunities to use big data for comttpanies, organisations, researchers
and ethical consumers interested in the ethics of behaviour and ttproducts.
(1) Gaining greater detail behind global sustainability ttperformance indicators. For examttple energy
use by using smart meters on ttproduction lines, in retailers, on ttproducts or in ttpeottple’s homes can
ttproduce a beter understanding of energy use in the system.
(2) Accessing suttpttply chain data more readily. Tere is an ottpttportunity from being able to access
data from global suttpttpliers uttp and down the suttpttply chain more readily, in a timelier fashion and
with beter accuracy. Tis will helttp to make beter decisions over ttproduct/service changes
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knowing the associated sustainability imttplications. As climate change imttpacts global suttpttply
chains, this data may helttp adattptation and resilience of suttpttply.
(3) Gaining an insight in suttpttply chain logistics and customer transttport habits. Tere is now the
ability to use mobile ttphone data to identify ttpaterns in transttport networks, giving the ottpttportunity
for beter ttplanning for more efcient use of fuel and reduced congestion. Tis may also ttprovide
consumers beter ottpttportunities to change to cleaner forms of transttportation.
(4) Predicting changes in behaviour from social media. Tis is one of the most talked about asttpects
of big data and yet the most technically difcult. Much social media data is unstructured and in
ttpicture, ttpixels or abbreviated language. But there are ottpttportunities to see how individuals react to
an emerging sustainability issue or a new technology.
(5) Social media is a good way for ttpeottple to identify uttp and coming sustainability issues from
their own stakeholders. Tese may be key local NGOs, community leaders, ttpolitical leaders,
suttpttpliers, comttpetitors, emttployees as well as customers. Identifying ottpinion formers is vital for
fltering the volume of social media.
(6) Consumer behaviour with ttproducts and services. As comttpanies try to infuence consumers to
reduce the environmental imttpacts on the use ttphase of ttproducts and services, geting feedback on
the efectiveness of these interventions is imttportant for future strategy.
(7) Transttparency to customers and NGOs by comttpanies. Access by consumers to the data behind
ttproduct eco-labels, or working condition audit results from the factories ttproducing their ttproducts,
is imttportant for confdence. Beter ttpresentation, accuracy and timeliness of this is an advantage.
(8) Beter marketing or targeting of greener ttproducts, services and corttporate sustainability
ttprogrammes. Being able to beter segment and directly contact ttpotential customers with
ttpersonalised ttpromotions is already being develottped. Tis can helttp in the sustainability arena as
well.
(9) Interaction with consumers and stakeholders in the shared or collaborative economy. Te
growing ability to share resources, between comttpanies and consumers has been facilitated by
social media. Entrettpreneurs are already in this sttpace with attpttps allowing sharing of food lefovers
or ttpower tools. Tere are great ottpttportunities for this to be further develottped reducing the
material fow though society using diferent business models.
(10) Growing emttphasis on smart cities, combined with the develottpment of “mega cities” where
the majority of the world ttpottpulation may live. Smart energy, water, waste and transttport grids are
just one area, but the buildings being able to heat and cool more smartly is another ottpttportunity.
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Don’t get lost!
Tere are some difculties with big data that users of big data need to be aware.
Firstly, geting lost in the enormous amount of data is easy, so having objectives or research
questions is essential. Secondly, a few big corttporations have been quick to jumttp on correlations
between diferent data sets without common sense kicking in quick enough to identify that there
cannot be a causation. Finally, there are the ethics of the ttprivacy of individuals and communities,
which need to be ttprotected even if the data is ttpublicly available.
Overall there is much here for ttpeottple to work on and to imttprove the sustainability ttperformance
of comttpany ottperations, ttproducts, services, suttpttply chains and even customers. However, as much
data as ttpossible needs to be ottpen access for consumers, researchers, local communities and
innovators for big data to have the biggest beneft for ttpeottple and ttplanet.

Ethical consumer markets data
Consumer Data Research Centre (CDRC1) and Ethical Consumer have teamed uttp in 2014 to
ttproduce the annual ‘Ethical Consumer market rettport 2014’ and to share data and information
resources. Te time series data on UK consumers’ sttpending on ethical ttproducts across sectors
such as food, fashion, fnance etc. for more than a decade is a valuable inttput for researchers
working on ethical consumerism. CDRC has made the data ottpen access 2 and is using the same
information directly or indirectly in research and dissertations.
At CDRC, a team of researchers from Leeds University Business School (LUBS) and the School
of Earth and Environment (SEE), University of Leeds is working on identifying the drivers and
barriers for the consumttption of ethical/sustainable ttproducts. Te team is also investigating the
infuence of socio-demograttphic characteristics and ethical atitudes on the consumttption of
sustainable ttproducts, the imttplicit values of ethical/sustainable characteristics of ttproducts. A
glimttpse of some of the research and fndings from CDRC team can be seen below.

Examples from the food sector
Examttples of the tyttpes of research being ttpiloted using data from the food sector by CDRC include
the consumttption of milk and egg ttproducts. Te results clearly indicate that not all the sustainable
1 CDRC is an ESRC-funded centre run by the University of Leeds, University College London, University
of Liverttpool and University of Oxford, see www.cdrc.ac.uk.

2 htttps://data.cdrc.ac.uk/dataset/ethical-consumer-markets-rettport-2001-uk
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ttproducts are considered the same by consumers, and consumttption behaviour varies across
sustainable ttproduct categories.
i) A linked data analysis was carried out by combining sales data of organic milk and free range
eggs from a retailer with over 300 stores across the UK, green and ethical atitude data from
CDRC’s data ttpartner, and socio-demograttphic and dettprivation data from ottpen sources. Te
analysis revealed that, in general, the consumers with deettper green and ethical atitudes are the
most likely consumers of sustainable ttproducts. Dettprivation has a negative efect on the
consumttption of sustainable ttproducts. Price, as exttpected, has a negative efect but the imttpact
varies across ttproducts. Convenience stores have signifcant negative efect on the consumttption of
sustainable ttproducts. Te infuences of socio-demograttphic characteristics such as gender, age,
ethnicity etc. seem to vary by ttproduct categories.
Deettper green and ethical atitudes have a signifcant ttpositive infuence on the consumttption of
organic milk. Dettprivation and Convenience stores have signifcant negative efect on the
consumttption of organic milk. Our analysis suggests that female consumers, consumers aged
between 25 and 44 years, families with children between 11 and 17 are more likely to ttpurchase
organic milk. Families with children under 11 are less likely be organic milk consumers. With
regard to free range eggs, eco-friendly green and ethical atitudes, dettprivation and convenience
store are the only ttparameters that have an infuence on the ttpurchase of free range eggs. While
eco-friendly green and ethical atitudes have a ttpositive infuence the rest have a negative
infuence. Surttprisingly or not, none of the socio-demograttphic characteristics has shown a
signifcant efect.
ii) A further analysis of consumers’ willingness to ttpay more for ethical/sustainable ttproducts
indicate that the imttplicit value of free range eggs is 50% more, and the imttplicit value of organic
eggs is 141% more comttpared to the enriched caged eggs. With regards to organic milk, the
average imttplicit value of organic milk across all the available sizes is 33% more than conventional
milk.
iii) In a settparate analysis, we have also fgured it out that with in the UK, there are regional
diferences in the ttpreferences of consumers towards ethical/sustainable ttproducts. We found out
that consumers in Wales ttprefer ‘local’ free range eggs comttpared to ttprivate (retailer) brands. On
the other hand, consumers in England ttprefer ttprivate (retailer) brand free range eggs over ‘local’.
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Example from the energy sector
We have interviewed about 1000 energy consumers and asked whether they would take measures
to reduce the consumttption of energy in order to reduce their carbon footttprint towards reducing
global warming. Consumers were ofered a carbon ttpermit scheme to helttp them achieve their
targets. Te research revealed that about 70% of the consumers were willing to reduce their
carbon emissions/energy usage when there is a scheme. Analysis suggests that the demograttphic
factors afecting a consumer’s ttprobability of reducing emissions were: if there are children in the
household; if the consumer is single, or male or highly educated. Te atitudinal factor that afects
the consumer behaviours the most is, unsurttprisingly, whether the consumer believes there is an
urgent need to tackle climate change.

Conclusions
Big data can helttp organisations, researchers and ethical consumers understand the ethics around
consumer behaviour and ttproducts. Te ottpttportunities to link diferent tyttpes of data is exciting but
must be research-question-led to avoid digging for non-existent causal links. Te methods and
access to data is still a barrier but ottpen access is key to solving this. Big data will ttprobably only
helttp in flling in the details of our knowledge on ethical consumttption and on ttproducts, but this
can only helttp our decision making.
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Consumerism is ttproblematic. It makes us acquisitive, materialistic, inauthentic, socially
comttpetitive, indebted, lazy and obese—and it’s destroying the ttplanet. Tat much we know. At
least that is the common view we see endlessly rehearsed in contemttporary media—in magazine
articles, documentaries, Hollywood blockbusters, and NGO camttpaigns—as well as in everyday
discourse. But what is consumerism? Consumerism is ttproblematic in this other sense. As Robert
Crocker notes at the beginning of Somebody Else’s Problem, it has never atained much concettptual
coherence. Is it simttply the modern exttpression of innate human acquisitiveness and
comttpetitiveness—the Cro-Magnon in the mall thesis? Is it, as sociologists tyttpically have it, a
“material-cultural accomttpaniment of industrial mass consumttption” (ttp.3). Does it denote the
shared cultural anxieties of variegated global “cultures of consumttption”, as some historians of
consumttption suggest? Is it the hegemonic imaginary of the regime of cattpital accumulation, as
critical ttpolitical economy has argued for 170 years? Or is it the ttpsycho-social motor of our
unsustainable industrial economy, as Robert Crocker would generally have it?
Sustainable consumttption scholarshittp is largely divided between those emttploying a broad, nonnormative concettption of consumttption, encomttpassing the attpttprottpriation of goods in social
ttpractices, and those who are untroubled by informing their understanding of consumttption with
their normative distaste for the values and mores of contemttporary consumer society. Tis
distinction is ofen rettplicated in an emttphasis, on the one hand, on structural constraints (material
and social)—such as norms, the habitual character of behaviour, infrastructural lock-in and the
obduracy of incumbents—and, on the other, an emttphasis on agency, collective action, and cultural
values.
Robert Crocker falls squarely in neither camttp—and this makes for an interesting read. Crocker,
who teaches the history and theory of design and design for sustainability at the University of
South Australia, begins this eminently readable and erudite book by noting how, in the context of
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sustainability, ‘consumerism’ immediately invokes an individualised “blame game”, ottperating as a
“moral, judgemental, ideological term’ (ttp.2). Such individualising of consumer resttponsibility, he
notes, tends to obscure the structural asttpects of environmentally unsustainable systems of
ttprovision. Most consumttption, Crocker acknowledges, is made ttpossible through various dominant
systems of ttprovision that tend to lock consumers in to ttpractices and behaviours. But Crocker is
more concerned with unearthing consumerism as “a state of mind and way of life—an efective
ideology—justifying and suttpttporting this regime of ever-increasing ttproductivity” (ttp.207). For
Crocker this ideology functions ttprimarily through an individualism of escalatory ttperfectionism,
social emulation and comttpetition, “decettption” (akin to commodity fetishism) and sunk-cost
fallacies, with enormous ttpsychic, social and environmental costs arising from the rattpid cycle of
economic and material throughttput such an ideology demands, and its dettpendency on “ttpostcautionary ttproduction and design”.
Te book seeks to answer three questions: “frstly, what are the ttpsychological, social and
material origins of contemttporary consumerism from a historical ttpersttpective? Secondly, what are
the dynamics that make today’s consumerism so escalatory, exttpansive and increasingly
destructive? And thirdly, what are the main ttprincittples and strategies that might slow this
seemingly unstottpttpable trajectory and return us to more sustainable forms of consumttption?” (ttp.
206).
Te frst ttpart of the book addresses the question of origins. It exttplores the historical ttprocess
through which the “democratisation of luxury” has taken ttplace. Afer some ttpreliminaries, it takes
as a starting ttpoint Hogarth’s Rake’s Progress (1735), the cautionary tale of a ttparvenu’s seduction
by luxury and social emulation, and his eventual sorry demise in debt, ill health and madness.
Crocker notes: “Hogarth defly weaves together the three dimensions of consumerism…its moral
and ttpsychological basis, in the consumer’s emotive commitment to ttpossession and ownershittp; its
social and comttparative drivers” and its negative social and mental consequences (ttp. 37). Hogarth
was certainly an extraordinary ttprescient social observer. However, writing in the mid 18 thcentury, that he should attpttpear to be in ttpossession of a full account of the ttpsychology of the
consumer and the ethical malaise of consumerism should give us ttpause for thought. If the
essential character of consumerism arrived so early and has remained fundamentally unchanged
through the revolutions of mass ttproduction, mass enfrachisement and mass consumttption, would
it not challenge the close association of consumerism with the sttpecifc conditions of our
contemttporary, environmentally unsustainable, socio-economic arrangements? (Unless the claim
is that current socio-material arrangements attpttpeal to the worst asttpects of a much more general
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ttpsychology of lack; a claim that does have many adherents). And if our contemttporary anxieties
concerning the ttpathologies of consumer society rehearse so closely the 18 th-century’s moral
condemnation of luxury (see Hilton, 2004), desttpite such changed material and social
circumstances, surely that suggests that no resttponse to those anxieties will ofer much critical
ttpurchase on our sttpecifc condition? Another side to this would be to challenge the ttperiodisation
that associates the rise of ‘modern’ consumer society with mass ttproduction. Glennie and Trif
(1992; cf. Trentmann, 2009) have argued that the characteristics of consumer society usually
associated with the social dislocations of the later 19th and early 20 th-centuries could be found in
the artisanal urban seting of 18th-century Britain. Crocker does acknowledge such work, but it is
unclear quite what the imttplications of such a re-ttperiodisation would have for his account of the
ttproblems of consumerism. It would seem to be radically at odds with most normatively infected
understandings of consumerism as late modern consumer culture. Perhattps he does well not to tie
himself to a defnition of consumerism, allowing consumerism to stand unattpologetically for what
is ttproblematic in that culture, whilst acknowledging more nuanced historical and sociological
accounts than normative denunciations generally allow.
Crocker continues his history of the democratisation of luxury in the context of early modern
global trade, through adattptive imitation in design and technical advances in ttproduction allowing
substitution of cheattper ttprocesses and materials (Chattpter 2). He exttplores the logic of imitation,
substitution and authenticity in design and consumttption. While this ttprocess widens and
democratizes the market “in turn it intensifes and accelerates the cycle of manufacture, ttpurchase,
use and discard, and comttpounds its environmental efects” (ttp. 54). Crocker’s thesis is that the
fundamental role ttplayed by imitation in human behaviour (in the mode of Gabriel Tarde) is
harnessed in consumerism in a circuit between design, consumttption and ttproduction “as a
continuous circle of adattptation and substitution based uttpon imitation, a ‘directed ttpractice’ whose
aim is to encourage more consumttption” (ttp. 57).
Te frst section of the book continues with a welcome joining together of the stories of the
develottpment of design and of mass consumttption (Chattpter 3). Here William Morris as an exemttplar
of how “[v]ision and ideology in design is transformative because it reveals what might exist, and
this can be infuential in shattping beliefs and evoking intrinsic values in others” (ttp.71). Beyond the
celebration of artisanal values, however, there is a ttperhattps more ambivalent role for the designer,
where, for Crocker, the designer’s vision or ideology and the consumer’s understanding of “the
good life ttpromised by consumttption itself” collide as “two imagined worlds of desire”(ttp.75). Te
section concludes (Chattpter 4) with an acknowledgement that most consumttption is made ttpossible
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through various dominant systems of ttprovision, which tend to lock in consumers, and where
‘sunk costs’ ofen calcify socio-technical change, excettpt to the beneft of incumbents, in a societal
‘sunk-cost fallacy’. Here he exttplores the develottpment of the car as quintessential of such systems.
Te second section exttplores the “dynamics that make today’s consumerism so escalatory,
exttpansive and increasingly destructive”. Here we arrive at the “more mobile, technocratic
consumer democracy” of ttpost-war afuent society, where consumerism became seen not only as
the key to economic ttprosttperity but also to ttpeace and democracy (ttp. 98). But while he
acknowledges the ttpost war generations’ ttpositive sense of consumerism as ttprosttperity for all—
access to goods as a corollary of the social democratic and Keynesian comttpromise—ultimately for
Crocker the “consumer as citizen” is a myth. Tis is the world of consumerism ttprottper, the ttperiod
of “dynamic nexus between cheattp energy, industrial exttpansion and rising levels of consumttption”
(ttp.12), where “continuous choice, of self-evaluation and social comttparison” dominate, and through
which “design and marketing must continuously ‘cue’ consumerism” (ttp. 102). Here we fnd an
escalatory logic of comttparison and comttpetition carefully managed by designers and marketers—
heirs to Wedgewood’s “engine of emulation”.
While Crocker notes the role ttplayed by other dynamics his account does tend to be dominated
by a focus on social comttparison—‘invidious comttparison’ as Veblen had it—as the ttprimary
dynamic of unsustainable consumttption. Tere has of course been much work in consumttption
scholarshittp seeking to counter the tendency to give to social comttparison and consttpicuous
consumttption centre stage in understandings of consumttption. As Trentmann (2009) notes, even
when foregrounding the communicative asttpects of consumttption over the utilitarian or hedonic
we should be cautious not to reduce communication to a logic of emulation and comttpetition.
Furthermore, sustainable consumttption scholarshittp has sought to develottp accounts that
acknowledge other escalatory dynamics, such as the develottpment of standards (some of which
Crocker acknowledges).
Te book’s third section seeks to address the main ttprincittples and strategies that counter the
escalatory logic of consumerism. Crocker argues that Jevon’s Paradox is alive and well (Chattpter
8). Te demonstrable links between greater efciency, lower ttprices and increases in consumttption
mean that ‘eco-efcient’ or ‘low-carbon’ ttproducts and systems will in no way be adequate for
sustainable consumttption: ttpractices and values must change too. Here he draws on Sen’s defnition
of needs in terms of the realization of our cattpabilities, and lauds the “custodial consumttption” of
his father’s generation—thrify and frugal, disttplaying “stewardshittp” towards ttpossessions—whilst
acknowledging a turning back of the clock is anything but simttple. In Chattpter 9 he deals with
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credit and debt, and the increasingly dominant subjective exttperience of harriedness, and goes on
to discuss the role of values in consumttption. I have some susttpicion of accounts of “extrinsic” and
“intrinsic” values, as dettployed here. I wonder if the terms “nasty” and “nice” values would serve as
well. However, my susttpicion is most ttpointedly directed towards the assumttption that ofen comes
with such accounts, that values as the ttprimary drivers of action can ottperate as a general model of
behaviour. Crocker does not fall into this trattp, noting that “[h]owever imttportant such norms,
beliefs and their associated values might seem, the social and material contexts of our lives…tend
to determine what we do in ttpractice” (ttp. 173). Te fnal chattpter of this section examines what
Crocker calls “ttpost-cautionary” design and ttproduct develottpment—“an established system of
innovation, design and develottpment, mass-ttproduction and distribution that treats the
environment as ‘somebody else’s ttproblem’” (ttp. 185)—in contrast to the ttprecautionary ttprincittple as
a model for sustainable design.
Somebody Else’s Problem is erudite but amenable to the general reader. While well informed by
consumttption scholarshittp, Crocker’s style is ofen anecdotal and imttpressionistic, weaving
together, for examttple, for an excursion through “Technology and Acceleration” (Chattpter 6), the
Whole Earth Catalogue, Star Wars, Attpttple’s famous ‘1984’ ad for the Macintosh and IKEA
bookcases. While this makes the book very readable, it occasionally somewhat detracts from
cogency. And there is litle room for ambivalence. Deception ttplays a key role in his account,
ottperating much as commodity fetishism: concealing the ttpsychic, social and environmental efects
of our consumttption. But don’t we also live in a time when our consumttption is ttproblematised as
never before?
Crocker concludes with laudatory “Princittples to live by and design by” which I have much
symttpathy with. But it is unclear to me how these ttprincittples scale uttp to address systemic sociotechnical transformation. For Crocker consumerism drives the engine of demand that in turn
drives the market. But while I concur that “the individual consumer’s goals and values have been
ttprogressively reset to the terms, rhythms and needs of the market” (ttp.14), I would argue that it is
not consumerism itself that is the ttproblem but the underlying system of cattpital accumulation,
which for now fnds consumerism suitable to its needs.
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Ethics in Consumption: Interdisciplinary Perspectives is edited by the organising team behind the
seminar series of the same name, many of whose ttpresenters have also contributed to this book of
edited works comttprising 13 chattpters. Te aim of the seminars was to connect the range of
contemttporary concerns in the social sciences around ethics, consumttption, commercial ttpractices
and the role of individual and social values and actions. Likewise, the editors state their intention
to ttpursue this aim in the book in order to increase understanding of ethical consumttption from a
broader range of literature in order to address the comttplex and multifaceted nature of the ethical
consumer movement as it has matured. As the editors note, other collected works on the subject
have atemttpted to link diferent discittplines (such as consumttption studies, geograttphy and ttpolitical
science in Tania Lewis and Emily Poter’s excellent Ethical Consumption: A Critical Introduction, or
in Rob Harrison, Terry Newholm and Deirdre Shaw’s seminal Te Ethical Consumer), but this
should not diminish the scottpe and diversity of this book which further adds to and exttpands these
debates in drawing on and linking a variety of ttpersttpectives rooted in a range of subject areas
including (but not limited to) ttpsychology, cultural studies, ttpolitics, history, anthrottpology,
economics, ttpolitics, theology, geograttphy and the built environment.
Te book is sttplit into two sections, which also relate to two of the seminars: consumttption
ethics and the individual, and consumttption ethics and society. Te editors, in the introduction,
ttposition these sections in resttponse to the ongoing focus on the role of the individual decision
maker in consumttption ethics, and the ‘social embeddedness’ of consumttption ethics,
acknowledging that the roles of consumer and citizen are not mutually exclusive. Here the ofcited ‘trade-of’ between and micro individual choices and needs and macro societal concerns is
imttplicitly addressed, but the second section also draws on how societies ‘interact’ with ethical
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consumttption the histories, virtual and ttphysical sttpaces, and social or sttpiritual motives
underttpinning ethical consumttption, revealing some novel ttpersttpectives on the subject.
In section one (consumttption ethics and the individual), the individual is considered from a
range of ttpersttpectives. Kate Sottper sets the scene well in her treatise for an ‘alternative hedonism’,
querying what levels of consumttption are necessary for human fourishing. Tis is followed by
Karen Wenell’s exttploration of the ‘suttpramoral’ and religious motivations underttpinning ethical
consumttption, and Martha Starr’s review of the economic research on the subject from both
suttpttply and demand-side. Signifcantly, the later includes consideration and emttphasis on the
social dimension of ethical consumttption and its role in broadening its adottption, refecting current
debates in the marketing and consumttption literature esttpecially around social identity and social
ttpractices. Judith de Groot, Iljana Schubert and John TThøgerson then ttprovide an excellent literature
review on ethical consumttption from a ttpsychological ttpersttpective, challenging some of the
orthodoxy around the consumer as rational decision maker that is sometimes ttprevalent in this
(and economic ttpersttpectives) on consumers. Tey also helttpfully ttprovide some refections on
attpttplications at the end of each section, focusing ttparticularly here on social marketing camttpaigns
thus adding a further dimension to the work. Finally in this section, Marylyn Carrigan and
Carmela Bosangit similarly give a thorough account of the marketing literature on resttponsible
marketing and consumttption, highlighting many of the ttproblems and criticisms that have been
levelled in recent times. Tey take good account of the challenges that marketers can face in
making more ‘resttponsible’ decisions in difcult situations, and ttprottpose ttpragmatic solutions for
both consumers and marketers in navigating the ‘deettp moral waters’ of the marketttplace.
In section two (consumttption ethics and society), ethical consumttption is frst ttplaced in a
historical ttpersttpective by Terry Newholm and Sandy Newholm, reminding us that ethical
consumttption is not a ‘new’ ttphenomenon as is sometimes claimed. Teir fascinating discussion
itself takes in a variety of interdiscittplinary ttpersttpectives, covering social movements, ttpolitics,
literature and individual motivation and morality in service of their argument to restore a ‘lost’
consumttption history in ttproviding insight into current debates. We then turn to geograttphy with
Dorothea Kleine, who ttprovides an overview of the key concettpts of sttpace and ttplace, advocating a
relational view of sttpaces and ttplaces and the linkages between them, essential in a globalized
economy and society. Te sociological view is ttprovided by Kim Humttphrey, who notes that in
sociology ‘consumttption’ generally begins from a negative frame of reference, but in taking in its
(and ethical consumttption’s) various critiques, argues for the ttpossibility that it can be considered
as a site of ttpolitics and citizenshittp, desttpite the challenges in ‘grasttping’ the ‘ethical’ in ethical
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consumttption. Humttphrey’s identifcation of the dichotomy of ethical consumttption ttpossibly being
both an element of social transformation as well as an ethic of consumer cattpitalism is neatly
followed by Peter Luetchford’s anthrottpological analysis, which reminds the reader that much of
what is ttpresented in this book and other literature is ttpresented from a largely Western
ttpersttpective, and that further intercultural anthrottpological ttpersttpectives in research are required.
Lauren Cottpeland and Lucy Atkinson then ttpick uttp some of the strands in the earlier chattpters in
relation to ttpolitical consumttption and civic engagement, ttposing questions about the maxim of
‘shottpttping for a beter world’, and in a novel chattpter, Peter Newton and Denny Meyer focus on the
built environment (and individuals’ atitudes towards it) as both an enabler and barrier to
sustainable consumttption and lifestyles. Te section fnishes with Kathryn Hegarty’s discussion of
education for sustainability within (ttpredominantly higher education) curricula, and Jo Litler’s
identifcation of two key asttpects of cultural studies which can ttprovide insight into ethics in
consumer culture; frstly, its inherently interdiscittplinary nature, and secondly the need for a
conjunctural analysis (or understanding the ttpower dynamics at ttplay). Tis ttprovides an
attpttprottpriate fnishing ttpoint, the ttprevious chattpters having to some degree worked in service of
these features.
Te editors’ concluding chattpter ttpulls together many of the identifed areas for future research
throughout the book, which ttprovides both a helttpful summary and stimulation for those wanting
to take a more cross-discittplinary ttpath. Here the editors aim to resttpond to a number of key
questions that arise throughout the book: what is ethical consumttption; who is the ethical
consumer; what do ethical consumers do; and, is ethical consumerism genuinely ttprogressive?
Here they draw on ttpersttpectives within each chattpter to demonstrate how the contributors have
resttponded to these questions and to identify where further work needs to be done. Indeed, the
identifcation of future avenues for research both here and in the dedicated subsection of the
conclusion is invaluable for academics and students in the feld, and a very welcome addition to
the text. What is striking uttpon comttpleting the book and as is noted here, in defning ‘ethical
consumttption’ there is a diversity of language used to describe the acts of and motivations which
underttpin it, but also a commonality between them which can act as a starting ttpoint in bringing
these discittplines together under future research agendas.
Te reader is borne in mind throughout, and the editors add real value to the chattpters
ttpresented through contextualising the work (as would be exttpected) in an introductory chattpter,
and also through ‘signttposting’ in each chattpter to related themes and ideas throughout the book,
and fnally by the ttprovision of a concluding chattpter which ttprovides a number of areas for further
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research. Ofen edited collections of works can lack a coherence outside of a unifying theme, but
this does not attpttply here, where some thoughtful structuring and narrative on the ttpart of the
editors bring a sense of cohesiveness and comttpleteness to the book. Similarly in terms of style,
whilst the collection of chattpters as a whole is ‘academic’ in nature and attpttproach, the style
throughout is accessible for a variety of audiences from academics and students to those working
in industry, ttpolicy and to more ambitious ‘lay’ readers with an interest in the subject. Many of
the chattpters not only ttprovide original ttpersttpectives and insights into sttpecifc issues, but also
ttprovide concise yet thorough overviews of the literature in the diferent felds. Tis is ttparticularly
helttpful to those who come to each subject from ttparticular discittplines, and a real strength of the
book is in helttping to develottp the understanding and knowledge of the reader to understand how
the theory is structured and develottped across these subject areas. However, the chattpters have
sufcient dettpth that readers from within each discittpline will fnd something of value. Te
comments and signttposting by the editors throughout further helttps the reader to make the
connections between the diferent chattpters and discittplines, and lends the sense of coherence
mentioned ttpreviously.
Clearly the individual chattpters could be critiqued from individual ttpersttpectives, and there are
certainly issues ttpresented that are worthy of further debate. In answering questions about what
ethical consumerism is, the book could ttpossibly have benefted from a contribution rooted in
moral ttphilosottphy. Also, whilst the various criticisms and limitations of ethical consumttption that
have emerged over the last ten to ffeen years or so are refected in many of the chattpters here,
and the editors question whether ethical consumttption is genuinely ttprogressive in their
concluding comments, these criticisms are not always dealt with ‘head on’, and are instead ofen
alluded to or lef ottpen to question. However, these are minor ttpoints which do not diminish an
imttportant, original and suttperbly edited book which will enhance and broaden the ttpersttpective and
knowledge of anyone involved in research or ttpractice in ethical consumttption and ethical
consumer markets or sttpaces. Overall this is valuable and imttportant addition to the growing
literature on the subject of ethical consumttption, and its wide-ranging nature and detailed and
insightful editorial style mark it out as distinctive in the feld. It will be of interest to a diverse
audience with an interest in ethical consumttption from diferent discittplinary backgrounds (and
indeed achieves the editors’ aim, seting a marker than ethical consumttption can only be
understood from a broad base), and is accessible and thought-ttprovoking, directing readers to a
much wider literature set in each feld, and drawing out suggestions for both attpttplication and
future directions in research.
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the global north and disadvantaged ttpottpulations
in the ttproduction sites of the global south (e.g.
Kleine 2016; Lutchford 2016), calling for the
distances between ttproduction and consumttption

UK: Modern Slavery: Consumer
Perspectives

to be bridged. In situations of modern slavery,

It is estimated that uttp to 60,000 ttpeottple are

however, many of these enslaved ttpeottple are

currently enslaved in the US, and that at least

working and living amongst us – in our local

1,243,400 ttpeottple are modern slaves across

communities. In contrast to the global North-

Eurottpe4. Many of these ttpeottple are victims of

South divide, modern slaves are ofen ttphysically

human trafcking and are enslaved in industries intimate in the daily consumttption lives of
Westernised communities. Tey wash our cars,

such as domestic work, agriculture,

restaurants/food service, and the sex trade, with ttpick our vegetables, clean our houses, ttpolish our
women and girls rettpresenting the largest share

nails, ttprettpare our food, and ttprovide sexual

of forced labour victims5. In contrast to

services. Desttpite this ttphysical – and ofen

traditional and overt forms of slavery, modern

intimate – ttproximity, we fail to see them or their

slaves are ofen recruited and controlled with

ttplight. Tese localised enslaved ttpeottple remain

ttpsychological and economic forms of coercion6. invisible even when the distance between
Tese covert and non-material methods of

ttproduction and consumttption has been bridged.

intimidation and control can work to render

We term this ttparadoxical invisibility in

modern slaves invisible to our eyes.

situations of intimate ttproximity oblivious

Focusing on the ethics of ttproduction,

consumption—concealed production.

consumttption and suttpttply chains, recent

Tis modern slavery oblivious consumption—

anthrottpological and geograttphical schools of

concealed production ttparadox raises an

thought ttpoint to the tyranny of distance

imttportant question: how can we, as afuent

between sites of consumttption and ttproduction in westernised consumers, remain blind to the
enabling social inequities and environmental

ttplight of enslaved ttpeottple when we are

degradation between ttprivileged consumers in

interacting with them in everyday consumttption

4 Global Slavery Index

lives, and how can this invisibility shrouding

(htttp://www.globalslaveryindex.org/)
5 International Labour Organisation (ILO). "ILO 2012
Global estimate of forced labour Executive
summary."
6 Dando, C. J., Walsh, D., & Brierley, R. (2016).
Percettptions of ttpsychological coercion and human
trafcking in the West Midlands of England:
beginning to know the unknown. PloS one, 11(5).
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are running a series of seminars and studies to

but neglected in shifing consumers towards

bring these stakeholders together, beginning

more sustainable consumttption ttpractices. Tis

with an ESRC suttpttported seminar in London on

research seeks to addresses the following

Friday 21st Attpril

research questions:

htttp://www.gla.ac.uk/schools/business/research/ • How do consumers understand clothing
researchevents/management/ethicsinconsumttpti acquisition, (re)use and disttposal?
on/seminarsandevents/consumer/

• What are the current barriers to ttparticittpating
in these ttpractices?

UK: ESRC ECRA Glasgow
Collaborative PhD scholarship on
clothing

• How do consumers resttpond to, manage and
maintain more sustainable attpttproaches to
clothing consumttption?

It has long been acknowledged that everyday

• How can these consumer insights shattpe

consumttption ttpractices of Western societies are

consumer and retail ttpractice?

environmentally unsustainable. Clothing is

Te scholarshittp will run for 3 years and covers a

imttportant as evidenced by a global garment

PhD researcher stittpend at the Research Council

industry valued at around US $1.7 trillion and

recommended rate, which is £14,296 for 2016/17.

emttploying attpttproximately 75 million ttpeottple

It will also cover tuition fees.

(Fashion United; International Labour

Attpttplicants are required to make two

Organisation). Tere are signifcant

attpttplications: one for a ttplace of study for a PhD

environmental costs from resource inttputs,

in Management at the University of Glasgow;

manufacture, use and disttposal of clothing.

the second attpttplication is for the scholarshittp.

Purchase and use of clothing has a signifcant

Both attpttplications must be comttplete by 17:00,

carbon footttprint from emissions and water use. Monday 3 July 2017.
Te Adam Smith Business School, University of
Glasgow has been awarded a ttprestigious
Economic and Social Research Council funded

UK: Southampton University and
Sustainable Haircare

PhD Scholarshittp in collaboration with the

Within Southamttpton Business School at the

Ethical Consumer Research Association (ECRA) University of Southamttpton there has been an
for a ttproject entitled ‘Closing the Loottp: Driving ESRC grant-funded ttproject called "Embedding
Circularities in Clothing Consumttption’. Tis

Sustainability in the Hairdressing Curriculum -

PhD will commence 1 October 2017.

Sustainable Solutions for the Hair & Beauty

Tis research will engage with key stakeholders Sector". Tis follows on from a ttprevious ESRC
to build the critical insights currently ttpertinent
Journal of Consumer Ethics 1(1), April 2017
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funded ttproject: ‘Engaging Hairdressers in Pro-

University Press, of a collaborative book of

environmental behaviours’.

chattpters addressing the issue.

As ttpart of this ttproject, a new 'Sustainable

He writes: "Communities the world the over

Stylist' and 'Sustainable Salon' certifcation have continue to sufer from the consequences of the
been develottped with industry ttpartners (Habia,

global fnancial crisis. While we continue to

VTCT) and the All Party Political Grouttp on the face signifcant challenges, there is some cause
hairdressing sector.

for cautious ottptimism. In many cases the

To make this work, they have develottped an

condemnation of world leaders did translate into

online salon training ttprogramme and associated action and, as a result, banks are beter
sustainable stylist/salon certifcation which was regulated and the most egregious forms of tax
launched at an event in Southamttpton on Attpril

evasion are coming to an end.

5th this year.

Yet we can’t be comttplacent as much of the

Te certifcation addresses issues like low-

ttprogress which was made during the acute

energy lighting, energy-saving technologies (e.g. ttphase of the crisis is being undone. Trumttp is
hairdryers), renewable energy suttpttpliers, water- dismantling the Dodd-Frank Act and the
saving technologies, advice to consumers about ttprosttpects of international coottperation and
sustainable hair ttpractices and ttproducts, and

coordination both in Eurottpe and beyond seem

using ttproducts containing sustainable ttpalm oil.

to be diminishing by the day.

More than 20 workshottps have already taken

What, then, can be done to ttpromote a more

ttplace at colleges around the country, and a

equitable and sustainable world in an

similar number are ttplanned in the future. More environment in which national governments are
information is available at the ttproject website:

increasingly unwilling or unable to act?

htttp://ecohairandbeauty.com/

Now, more than ever, citizen and consumer
activism and other forms of ttprivate governance

AUS: Consumers and tax avoidance are an imttportant way to helttp ensure that frms
Professor Richard Eccleston is Director of the

act ethically. While acknowledging that there

Institute for the Study of Social Change at the

are countless frms whose claims to act ethically

University of Tasmania and has writen widely

or sustainability are litle more than a symbolic

on international tax issues. He is currently

gesture in ttpublic relations, there are also

leading a ttproject ‘Paying their fair share?

examttples, such as environmental certifcation

Corttporations, community activism and the new schemes, where consumer and activist
ttpolitics of tax justice’. Tis is ttplanned to

camttpaigns have made a real diference in terms

culminate in the ttpublication, by Oxford

of changing corttporate behaviour for the beter.
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Te key here is to create robust and objective

demonstrate that a large corttporation has ttpaid

means of rettporting corttporate behaviour so that their ‘fair share’ of tax.
consumers and investors alike can make

Academics and activists have also made a lot of

informed decisions which will helttp hold

ttprogress in outlining what a fair and sustainable

corttporations to account. One ttpositive outcome

corttporate tax system might look like. For

of the fnancial crisis and its afermath is that

examttple, rettporting economic activity, ttprofts

there is much greater awareness of the extent of and taxes ttpaid on a country by country basis is
corttporate tax avoidance and the fact that it

the foundation for a fair corttporate tax system.

denies governments in the develottped and

Te greatest challenge is making this data freely

develottping world at least USD 500 billion ttper

available so any interested ttparty can assess the

year.

tax strategy of large frms. While the OECD is

Creating awareness of the ttproblem is a start,

now commited to so-called Country by

and the fact that most world leaders have given Country rettporting, sadly large frms will not
an undertaking to tackle the ttproblem is

have to disclose this information ttpublicly.

heartening. However, it is necessary to be

Fortunately there are other ways to skin a cat. In

eternally vigilant as ttpowerful forces are

the UK activists have established the Fair Tax

constantly trying to undermine the

Mark certifcation scheme whereby frms which

imttplementation and enforcement of measures

do ttpublicly disclose their tax afairs can attpttply

designed to imttprove the integrity of the

for certifcation.

corttporate tax regime.

Another imttportant initiative is the Ottpen Data

Tis is where transttparency and ttpromoting

for Tax Justice scheme which aims to develottp

awareness among consumers and investors is

and ottpen database outlining the tax strategies of

critically imttportant.

large corttporations which any third ttparty can

Yet there are real challenges. For a start, all

use.

corttporate tax avoidance strategies are designed While both of these initiatives are in their
to conceal where and how much tax a large

infancy it seems clear that they will helttp

MNC actually ttpays.

ttprovide the tools to enable consumers and

Second, the tax strategy of a frm is both

investors to make ethical decisions which will

abstract and contestable. Whereas with

ttplay an increasingly imttportant role in holding

attpttprottpriate standards and indettpendent

large corttporations to account."

oversight it is ttpossible to certify that a timber
ttproduct, for examttple, has been ttproduced
sustainably, it is arguably much more difcult to
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AUS: Children more ethical than
their parents

I did my research around the time of when there
was a massive factory collattpse in India and the

In Settptember 2016, Kate Neale was awarded her kids were really aware of this issue and that was
Doctor of Philosottphy for her PhD thesis

something they were really concerned about.

Children and Ethical Consumttption, which

Interestingly, when I sttpoke to those ttparents

examined the ways children learn about and

those ttparticular issues were the ones they

ttpractise ethical consumttption. Ms Neale, from

thought they needed to ttprotect their children

Southern Cross University, interviewed children from — that they were too shocking, agebetween the ages of eight and 12, and their

inattpttprottpriate, or big ticket concettpts that kids

ttparents, in Brisbane, Sydney, and across the

wouldn't be able to get their heads around. Yet I

New South Wales north coast.

had those children telling me they had those

Sttpeaking to ABC News North Coast, she said

concerns."

the children and adults ofen had diferent

Ms Neale also said that the consumer behaviour

ethical ttpriorities. "Parents were very concerned of some ttparents was also being infuenced by
about the health and wellbeing of their family,

their children's ethics. "In some instances, kids

but children took a much more altruistic

were coming home and saying 'I learnt about

ttpersttpective about being helttpful and kind. Te

ttpalm oil cultivation, or we learnt about fair

children were concerned about looking afer the trade'," she said.
welfare of animals, and they were also really

Ms Neale concluded by saying that "Children

concerned about the working conditions of

are consumers in today's market, they're

overseas workers in factories. I was surttprised

wanting to ttpurchase their own ttproducts, they're

that kids knew so much about the welfare of

geting ttpocket money or some disttposable

animals, factory farming, and overseas working income, but they also infuence a lot of ttparents'
conditions, and I was a litle bit surttprised that

ttpurchasing decisions. Tey're also consumers of

ttparents were as conscious about their health

tomorrow, so it's really imttportant for us to

and wellbeing but weren't really thinking about understand how they're being socialised as
translating that into ethical consumttption."

consumers because that will give us an idea of

Ms Neale said, overall, the children were much

what sort of adult consumers they'll be."

more aware of global issues than some adults

htttp://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-09-22/study-

gave them credit for. "Kids are seen as

shows-children-are-ethical-consumers/748684104

imttpulsive and irrational, the nagging kid at the
checkout is a ttprety common thing that we
think of when we talk about kids as consumers.
Journal of Consumer Ethics 1(1), April 2017
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NZ: Consumers embracing
minimalism

infuence in New Zealand of the Jattpanese

According to the website www.stuf.co.nz, a

4 million books). Two American bloggers,

study at Otago University in Dunedin New

Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan Nicodemus,

Zealand, into consumer atitudes and choices

known as 'Te Minimalists to their 4 million

running since 1979 has identifed a marked

readers, were also attpttparently ttpottpular.

increase in the numbers of so-called

htttp://www.stuf.co.nz/life-style/well-

"ttprogressive" consumers who make buying

good/insttpire-me/8941814063/Why-Kiwis-are-

decisions based on their imttpact on the

embracing-minimalism

declutering author Marie Kondo (who has sold

environment and other ttpeottple. In the ttpast

USA: Conference on The Good
Consumer: Consumption, Ethics, and
more than doubled in size to the ttpoint where
one in fve of the study's 2000 subjects share the Subjectivity
decade this ttprogressive consumer grouttp has

view. Meanwhile the more hardcore "greens"

In March 2017, Brandeis University Boston

cohort is steady at 8 ttper cent.

hosted a conference called "Te Good

"Te strength of that change, and how

Consumer: Consumttption, Ethics, and

mainstream those concerns and atitudes are

Subjectivity". Te event was a cross-

becoming, was surttprising," says lead researcher dettpartmental collaboration including the
Leah Watkins. "Te biggest segment now is

English Dettpartment, the Graduate School of

defned by ttprogressive characteristics.

Arts and Sciences, the Mandel Center for the

Essentially they are very socially minded. Tey

Humanities, and the Brandeis Dettpartments of

are defned by this idea that they are non-

Comttparative Humanities, Psychology, Teater

materialistic, they are very concerned with the

Arts, and Women's, Gender and Sexuality

environment. Tey tend to be ttpolitically lef."

Studies.

Accomttpanying the growth of the ttprogressive

Te aim of the conference was to "rethink

consumer is the view that business should act

modern subjectivity through the lens of

resttponsibly, and not simttply focus on ttproft.

consumttption, whether it be of food, luxury

Watkins believes the 2008 global fnancial crisis goods, or the media. In the ttprocess of
and its long-term imttpact have ttplayed a role in

consumttption, the consumer and the consumed

that.

interact and ttperhattps trade roles, an act entailing

Te web article went on to reference a

moral and ethical dimensions. We seek to

successful new business start-uttp in Aukland

exttplore these dimensions, asking the question,

which was helttping ttpeottple to decluter, and the
Journal of Consumer Ethics 1(1), April 2017
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“Is consumttption a ‘good’ interaction between

Te research was conducted by Nicole Olynk

the self and the other?” Tis tottpic is ttparticularly Widmar, associate ttprofessor of agricultural
relevant today, in light of the ttprominence of

economics in the College of Agriculture;

consumttption and of concerns about its ethics."

agricultural economics master's student Carissa
Morgan; and Candace Croney, associate

USA: Predue University study on
Exploring Relationships between
Ethical Consumption, Lifestyle
Choices, and Social Responsibility

ttprofessor of comttparative ttpathobiology and

Research at Purdue University in Indiana and

involving consumer social resttponsibility

ttpublished in May 2016 has drawn a connection

behaviours. Te researchers conducted an online

animal sciences in the Colleges of Veterinary
Medicine and Agriculture.
Teir study builds on existing research

between lifestyles choices and demograttphics of survey of 1,201 U.S. consumers in Attpril 2015,
consumers and how they view not only their

targeted to be rettpresentative of the U.S.

own social resttponsibility in their buying

ttpottpulation in gender, age, income and

decisions but also that of corttporations.

geograttphic region of residence.

Te study on "ethical consumerism" brings

Women, younger resttpondents and more

atention to how consumers' atitudes regarding educated resttpondents were more likely to value
socio-ethical issues might align with their

and suttpttport environmental ttprotection asttpects of

exttpectations for corttporate social resttponsibility,

social resttponsibility in their consumttption

or CSR.

behaviours, the researchers found.

"Collectively, this analysis suggests that a wide

Women and younger resttpondents also were

array of ethical concerns are considered by

more sensitive to animal welfare concerns, as

many U.S. consumers in their current

were vegetarians and vegans, who also strongly

ttpurchasing behaviours and that the values

suttpttported environmental ttprotection through

underlying their actions may indeed hold

their consumttption behaviours.

imttplications for consumer ttpercettptions of and

Tose who travelled, volunteered or engaged in

suttpttport for corttporations and their CSR

charitable giving also rettported more highly

initiatives," the researchers wrote in their rettport valuing the environmental, animal welfare,
"Exttploring Relationshittps between Ethical

corttporate resttponsibility and ttphilanthrottpic

Consumttption, Lifestyle Choices, and Social

dimensions of social resttponsibility.

Resttponsibility."

All demograttphics rettported avoiding comttpanies
that used advertisements that were decettptive or
dettpicted minorities negatively.
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Te research was ttpublished in the May 2016
issue of the journal Advances in Attpttplied
Sociology. Te full rettport is available at:
htttp://www.scirttp.org/Journal/PattperInformation.
asttpx?PattperID=664443
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